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CHEVY CHASE SURVEY FORM, 1995 SURVEY AREA # q

ADDRESS

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

1. Gothic Revival
2. Renaissance Revival
3. Tudor Revival
4. Classical Revival
5. Mission
6. Dutch Colonial

CATEGORY: 1

Colonial Revival
. Four Square

F Craftsman
0. Bungalow
11. Art Deco
12. Other

Contact Sheet

2__L,/ NC OOP

NUMBER OF STORIES /
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 or more

NUMBER OF BAYS ~' ~ (indicate

j 

#)

1 2 3 -4 5 ~6 or more
(indicate #)

NCIPAL WALL MATERIALS - 1st story
I. ood - clapboard 3. Brick 5. Concrete 7. Stucco
2. Wood - shingle 4. Stone 6. Aluminum/Vinyl 8. Other

story '
Wood - clapboard. 3. Brick 5. Concrete 7. Stucco

2. Wood - shingle , 4. Stone 6. Aluminum/Vinyl 8. Other

PRINCIPAL OW TYPE - 1st Story
a. 1/1 b. 8/ c. 6/1 d

f

. 6/6 e. 9/1 f. Casement g. Other

2nd Story,- 
a. 1/1 8/ c. 6/1 d. 6/6 e. 9/1 f. Casement g. Other

ROOF SHAPE

Gabled:

ROOF MATERIALS

D• OF • •

. -

notes on back

0

Hipped:

?Xrye -27o

post-45 unknown
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CHEVY CHASE SURVEY FORM, 1995 SURVEY AREA # —1

ADDRESS

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE CATEGORY: 1

1. Gothic Revivalolonial Revival
2. Renaissance RevivalFour Square
3: Tudor Revival 9. Craftsman
4. Classical Revival 10. Bungalow

Contact Sheet # 15'

2 ' NC \// OOP

5. Mission 11 Art Deco
6. Dutch Colonial 12

; 
Other

NUMBER OF STORIES
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 or more

(indicate #)
NUMBER OF BAYS a- 

~w-a„~ 

-r Z t`"  7
r1 2 3 4 5 6 o more

(indicate #)
NCIPAL WALL MATERIALS - 1st story

1. Wood - clapboard 3. Brick 5. Concrete 7. Stucco
. Wood - shingle 4. Stone 6. Aluminum/Vinyl 8. Other

~d story
( 1,1 Wood - clapboard 3. Brick 5. Concrete 7. Stucco

Wood - shingle 4. Stone 6. Aluminum/Vinyl 8. Other

PRINCIPAL WINDOW TYPE - 1st Story
a. 1/1 b. 8/8 c. 6/1 d. 6/6 e. 9/1

2nd Story
a. 1/1 b. 8/ c. 6/1 d. 6/6 e. 9/1

ROOF SHAPE

Gabled:

~.AYI Iw.. ~~W •-~~W .r1wl~.rl MIMY ..w

ROOF MATERIALS

f. Casement g. Other ~2 ~2-

f. Casement g. Other

Hipped:

DATE/ERA OF CONSTRUCTION

pre-1916 1916-27 1927-45 post-45 V/ unknown

notes on back 
l C `
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CHEVY CHASE SURVEY FORM, 1995 SURVEY AREA #

ADDRESS "57  1 0' T~AyC~ f'
ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

1. Gothic Revival
2. Renaissance Revival
3. Tudor Revival
4. Classical Revival
5. Mission
6. Dutch Colonial

NUMBER OF STORIES
1 1.5 2

CATEGORY: 1

07;._ Colonial Revival
Four Square
Craftsman

0. Bungalow
11. Art Deco
12. Other

2.5

Contact Shee

2 12 NC_

3 or more
(indicate #)

NUMBER OF BAYS
1 2 3 4 5 6 or more

(indicate #)
PRINCIPAL WALL MATERI S - 1st story
1. Wood - clapboards Brick 5. Concrete 7. Stucco
2. Wood - shingle 4. Stone 6. Aluminum/Vinyl 8. Other

2nd story
1. Wood - clapboard (;). Brick 5. Concrete 7. Stucco
2. Wood - shingle 4. Stone 6. Aluminum/Vinyl 8. Other _

PRINCIPAL WINDOW1st Story
a. 1/1 b. 8/8 c. 6/ d. 6/6 e. 9/1 f. Casement g. Other

2nd Story
a. 1/1 b. 8/8 c 6/1 d. 6/6 e. 9/1 f. Casement g. Other

ROOF SHAPE

Gabled:

ROOF MATERIALS

Cl

Hipped:

r •

ps 034
DATE/ERA OF CONSTRUCTION by lq~5
pre-1916 1916-27 J 1927-45

notes on back

post-45 unknown
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

Address: 3720 Bradley Lane, Chevy Chase

Resource: Chevy Chase Village Historic District

Case Number: 35/13-99G

Review: IHAWP

Applicant: Earle Silber, MD & Judith Silber

Meeting Date: 05/12/99

Public Notice: 04/28/99

Report Date: 05/05/99

Tax Credit: None

Staff: Perry Kephart

PROPOSAL: Install Vinyl Siding over Wood Siding, Windows and Soffits.

RECOMMEND: Deny

DATE OF CONSTRUCTION: ca. 1925

SIGNIFICANCE: Contributing Resource in Chevy Chase Village Historic District.

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION

The structure is a three bay, side-gable, Colonial Revival frame residence with 8/8
windows, wood cladding and composite shingle roofing (with a small skylight on the front roof
plane). The Federal Revival front door has a lattice-work portico added in 1989. Several of the
wood window frames are clad in vinyl. The one-bay, two-story side addition has a wall dormer on
the second level. The two car garage is from the same period as the historic resource.

PROPOSAL

The applicant proposes to cover the wood siding, soffits and window framing with vinyl
material.

STAFF DISCUSSION

The streetscape on the south side of Bradley Lane forms the northern boundary of the
Chevy Chase Village Historic District. The progression eastward from Connecticut Avenue from
two large properties (1 Quincy Street, 3810 Bradley Lane) is to a series of Revival Style houses
on smaller lots. The houses in the series were all built in the same era (before 1927, with the
exception of a non-contributing house that replaces an earlier building), and are tied together by
similar scale, material and design features. Two prevalent features are the two-story additions
with a wall dormer, and free-standing garages built at the same time as the houses. The use of the
same scale, but with individual interpretations of various Revival Styles (Tudor, Colonial, Federal,
Georgian), also adds to the cohesiveness of the streetscape. An important feature of the
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streetscape that relates to this application is the historic integrity of the properties and the
substantial amount of original material that remains in place.

The historic integrity of the property is, at this point, substantially intact. The replacement
of the slate roof with a textured composite shingle, the addition of a skylight, vinyl covering some
of the window frames, and the addition of a lattice portico are notable changes to the front facade,
but these changes could be reversed. Changes to the rear of the building generally do not affect
the contribution of a historic resource to the streetscape of a historic district. However, removal,
or replacement with a different material, of the major components of the front facade—windows,
door, shutters, siding—would be seriously problematic.

. Proposed changes in the historic district must take into account the basic policies listed in
the Chevy Chase Village Guidelines:

Siding should be subject to moderate scrutiny if it is visible from the public right-
of-way, lenient scrutiny if it is not. Artificial siding on areas visible from the public
right-of-way should be discouraged where such materials would replace or damage
original building materials that are in good condition. Vinyl and aluminum siding
should be discouraged. (Italics and bolding added for emphasis.)

Windows (including window replacement) should be subject to moderate scrutiny
if they are visible from the public right-of-way, lenient scrutiny if they are not. For
outstanding resources, they should be subject to strict scrutiny. Addition of
compatible exterior storm windows should be encouraged, whether visible from
the public right-of way or not. rinyl and aluminum windows (other than storm
windows) should be discouraged (Italics and bolding added for emphasis.)

As to concern expressed with regard to repainting, the methods for removal of lead paint
are addressed in numerous preservation publications, including the preservation brief attached to
this report. Avoidance of wood siding maintenance is generally not considered a justification for
replacement. The addition of vinyl siding is not a recommended method of mitigating lead. paint
problems.

As to the interest in energy efficiency, the addition of one layer of almost any material can
be expected to add somewhat to the energy conservation for a structure. However, as much of
the energy loss is through the windows, adding one layer of vinyl to the walls would not provide
sufficient remedy to justify changing building materials. The addition of storm windows, if energy
conservation is a serious concern, would qualify for a historic preservation tax credit. If the walls
are not correctly insulated, there are more satisfactory solutions than the addition of a layer of
vinyl.

Paint problems are often symptomatic of moisture barrier or insulation problems behind
the outside cladding. Covering the wood siding with vinyl may cause irreparable damage to the
wood if moisture is trapped against the wood by the vinyl layer. Staff would recommend that the
reasons for the paint failure be more thoroughly investigated before covering the wood with either
paint or any other substance.
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The applicants are to be commended for their concern that the historic resource be

properly maintained. The proposed use of vinyl cladding cannot be considered a satisfactory
solution. The staff would recommend that other solutions to the maintenance situation be

explored and are available to assist in investigating other possible methods of properly maintaining
the historic resource.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the Commission deny the HAWP application to install vinyl siding,

soffits and window frames at 3720 Bradley Lane, Chevy Chase. Staffs recommendation is

consistent with Chapter 24A-8(a):

The Commission shall instruct the director to deny a permit if it finds, based on the evidence and
information presented to or before the commission that the alteration for which the permit is sought would
be inappropriate or inconsistent with, or detrimental to the preservation, enhancement or ultimate
protection of the historic site, or historic resource within an historic district, and to the purposes of this
chapter.

and with the Chevy Chase Village District Guidelines basic policies to be adhered to:

Preserving the integrity of the Chevy Chase Village Historic District. Any alterations should, at a
minimum, perpetuate the ability to perceive the sense of time and place portrayed by the district.

Preserving the integrity of contributing structures in the district. Alterations to contributing
structures should be designed in such a way that the altered structure still contributes to the district.

Vinyl and aluminum siding should be discouraged.

Vinyl and aluminum windows (other than storm windows) should be discouraged.

and Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation #2, and #5:

The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive
materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize the property will be
avoided.

Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.

C3



APPLICATION FOR.
HISTORIC AREAWORK PERMIT

Tax Account No.: Z 13 3 
8 0 E OS

Name of Property Owner: ~A 7e~ LG S 103E R
Address: ~% ~ 0 A 2.: f~C\,!

Number

Contact Person: J y1% I T S < < -- el l_

Daytime Phone No.-..'301 %S L' Gasm

•~ ̀act Daytime Phone No.: ? Z)

ZP Code

Contractorr A/ t'~ _ Phone No.:

Contractor Registratipn No.: 7-12- C)
Agent for Owner: l~o G-E ~-^>~ G-d Daytime Phone No.:

LOCATION OF BUILDING/PREMISE

House Number: Street !J %'Gi-d I.

Town/City: c_~u di L a--r, e Nearest Cross Street (2h neLh C C A/e r T rco ifrf
Lot: 23 Block: ~ l - Subdivision: C h PV <I 'C a (e _ S e_[.hnfl_`~ . 2-

Liber: Folio: Parcel:

PART ONE: TYPE OF PERMIT ACTION AND USE

1A. CHECK ALL APPLICABLE:

Construct ❑ Extend aG' ARer/Renovate

Move Q Install ❑ Wreck/Raze

= Revision ❑ Repair :1 Revocable

1 B. Construction cost estimate: S

CHECK ALL APPLICABLE:

❑ A/C ❑ Slab ❑ Room Addition ❑ Porch O Deck ❑ Shed

❑ Solar ❑ Fireplace O Woodburning Stove O Single Family

L Fence/Wall (complete Section 4) Other:
—r

1 C. If this is a revision of a previously approved active permit, see Permit #

PART TWO: COMPLETE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADDITIONS

2A. Type of sewage disposal: 01 ❑ WSSC 02 ❑ Septic 03 ❑ Other.

28. Type of water supply: 01 ❑ WSSC 02 O Well 03 ❑ Other.

PART THREE: COMPLETE ONLY FOR FENCE/RETAINING WALL

3A. Height feet inches

38. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:

❑ On party line/property line Entirely on land of owner ❑ On public right of way/easement

I hereby certify that / have authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct, and that the construction will comply with plans
appr by a// agencies ' ted a I hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.

/ Y9~
Signature of owner or authorized agent ~- Oat T—

Approved: For Chairperson, Historic Preservation Commission

nicannmupef 4inr ti 'n'



1. WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a. Description of existing structure(s) and environmental setting, including their historical features and significance:

b. General description of project and its effect on the historic resource(s), the environmental setting, and, where applicable, the historic district:

2. SITE PLAN Sett

Site and environmental setting, drawn to scale. You may use your plat. Your site plan must include:

a. the scale, north arrow, and date;

b. dimensions of all existing and proposed structures; and

c. site features such as walkways, driveways, fences, ponds, streams, trash dumpsters, mechanical equipment and landscaping.

3. PLANS AND ELEVATIONS

You must submit 2 copies of plans and elevations in a format no larger than 11" x 17". Plans on 8 1/2' x 11' papei are preferred.

a. Schematic construction plans, with marked dimensions, indicating location, size and general type of walls, window and door openings, and other
fixed features of both the existing resource(s) and the proposed work.

b. Elevations (facades), with marked dimensions, clearly indicating proposed work in, relation to•existing construction and, when appropriate, context
All materials and fixtures proposed for the exterior must be noted on the elevations drawings. An existing and a proposed elevation drawing of each
facade affected by the proposed work is required.

4. MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS See: A+59Wwenr - A
General description of materials and manufactured items proposed for incorporation in the work of the project This information may be included on your
design drawings.

5. PHOTOGRAPHS SeC- Afl—adillw"T- 

a. Clearly labeled photographic prints of each facade of existing resource, including details of the affected portions. All labels should be placed on the ~ _
front of photographs. j~'

b. Clearly label photographic prints of the resource as viewed from the public right-of-way and of the adjoining properties. All labels should be placed( onV~
the front of photographs.



ATTACHMENT A (continued): SILBER RESIDENCE

Leonard and Mary Baron (West side)
3800 Bradley Lane
Chevy Chase, MD. 20815

Richard Paisner (Rear)
21 Quincy Street
Chevy Chase, MD. 20815

John and Libby Olson (Confronting side)
3719 Bradley Lane
Chevy Chase, MD. 20815

2
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ATTACHMENT A: SILBER RESIDENCE HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT APPLICATION

1. WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a. The original residence, built about 1930, sits on the northern border of the historic
district in Chevy Chase Village. Since 1930, two renovations have substantially altered its
exterior appearance. In 1968, a screened porch was enclosed and an addition constructed
to create a suite of rooms on the northeast corner of the first floor. In 1989, the property
underwent another major renovation. The outer bearing wall at the southwest corner was
moved to create additional interior space; a new deck was built across the entire south side
of the house; sliding glass doors replaced enclosed walls along the south wall and the rear
door was moved and redesigned. At the same time, lattice trellises were added to the rear
of the house and to the front entrance and the front roof line was altered with a skylight.
These additions, which are pleasing but do not conform to historic authenticity, .
substantially changed the exterior of the house. In 1990, the slate roof was replaced with
synthetic asphalt shingles.

b. The existing siding has been painted many times over the years, initially with lead-based
paint. If it were to be painted again, it would require costly scraping and preparation. The
proposed project would cover the existing siding with a high grade of vinyl siding
manufactured by CertainTeed. The color proposed would be the same as the present color
of the house. It has been brought to our attention that many other houses in the historic
area have already been covered with vinyl siding. It is our opinion that the new siding will
not adversely effect the environment and will improve the exterior appearance of the house
which becomes unsightly periodically because of the frequent need to repaint (as often as
every six years). In future years, the new siding will substantially reduce our maintenance
costs. In addition, the siding will enhance the insulation of the house, making it more
energy efficient during the winter and summer. These anticipated lower maintenance costs
will make it possible for us to continue living in the house, which has been our residence
since 1958.

4. MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS

Monogram CertainTeed 4" smooth vinyl siding on exterior walls in the color called Natural
Clay; soffits and window frames in Colonial White.

7. ADDRESSES OF ADJACENT AND CONFRONTING PROPERTY OWNERS

Adjoining Property Owners:

Roland Olson (East side)
3718 Bradley Lane
Chevy Chase, MD. 20815

0
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3 PRESERVATION7BRIEFS
Appropriate Methods for Reducing
Lead-Paint Hazards in Historic Housing

Sharon C. Park,  Al A, and Douglas C. Hicks

_ U.S. Department of the Interior
\ational Park Service

i ,̀  Cultural Resources
Pre,;emation assistance

Lead-based paint, ; to\ic material, was widely used in North
America on both the e\teriors and interiors of buildings
until %.cll into the second halt of the twentieth century. If a
"historic" Placc• i~ br ,ldI% defined in terms of time as having
attained an ale or ring %ears. thi> Means that almost every
hi-h ri: hou- :ontain~ 1011le lewd-ba ed paint. In its
deter:orat,d „ rm. it : r Jiu:,< Pain, :hips and lead-laden
Ju-t t ar,i:ir ,..at , h hazard to both
:ht(dr~n an'. a,i„It ,!drrn are ,irticularly at risk when

1'.i.i X:,.t IU-t ;l,r.'u.,`.. direct hand-to-mouth
:onta:t an.i tn'na to%- or ; a:irien. Thee are also at risk
A hen thy'% :h.1”. ! Iurt,ice in accessible
locationt'. in addition to its presence in houses, leaded paint

chips, lead dust, or lead-contaminated soil in play areas can
elevate a child'; blood lead level to a degree that measures
to reduce and control the hazard should be undertaken (see
.action Level Chart. pa,e b)

The premise of thi> Presen ation Brief is that historic
huusin, can be made lead- m,r n'r children without
removing signiticart decor,iti% eatures and finishes, or
,architectural trimv.~ ,r that contribute to the building's
historic character 1 see ti;. I r:c hou=ino —
encompassing pr % ate dt% 21 1;m..4- and all types of rental
units—is neces-;ani,, the roc,,:, ,u tnis Brief because federal
and state laws primarily ad,ir_-> :he hazards of lead and

F:t;tre 1. .4 larSe-scale
ia9.'a'r'i rehahili,'at.0n
it rt' Lei : 1 rrC orpo ra ted
ie?:s:ti:r Iced-iar_ard

re.b tiort tnefisttrt_.

Interior walls and
:rraaftcork were
cleapted, repaired, and
re,wirrteti and
cornEattible ntzc Roor
LV:_erirtS> added. The
tot.11,Project was

CCor:t'rnicallU >t'ttnd
,r•:,, :mdcrtahen in a

manner that
.,re:ert'a .'Itt'

historic

ch,tr.r::er Photos:
Lnt,:•ntnrk_ De>ign

Before Alter



lead-based paint in housing and day-care centers to protect
the health of children under six years of age. Rarely are
there mandated requirements for the removal of lead-based
paint from non-residential buildings.

Ideally, most owners and managers should understand the
health hazards created by lead-based paint and voluntarily
control these hazards to protect young children. A stricter
approach has been taken by some state and federal funding
programs which have compliance requirements for
identifying the problem, notifying tenants, and, in some
cases, remedying lead hazards in housing (see Legislation
Sidebar, pg.15). With new rules being written, and new
products and approaches being developed, it is often
difficult to find systematic and balanced methodologies for
dealing with lead-based paint in historic properties.

This Preservation Brief is intended to serve as an
introduction to the complex issue of historic lead-based
paint and its management. It explains how to plan and
implement lead-hazard control measures to strike a balance
,etween preserving a historic buildings significant
materials and features and protecting human health and
safety, as well as the environment. It is not meant to be a
"ho-.v-to guide" for undertaking the work. Such a short-cut
approach could easily result in creating a greater health
risk, if proper precautions were not taken. Home
renovators and construction workers should be aware that
serious health problems can be caused by coming into
contact with lead. For this reason, there are also laws to
protect workers on the job site (see Worker Safety Sidebar,
~)g. 4). Controlling the amount of waste containing lead-
,ased paint residue will also reduce the impact on the
environment. All of these considerations must be weighed
;ainst the goal of providing housing that is safe for
-hildren.

Lead in Historic Paints

Lead compounds were an important component of many
historic paints. Lead, in the forms of lead carbonate and
lead oxides, had excellent adhesion, drving, and coverin-
.abilities. White lead, linseed oil, and inorganic pigments
were the basic components for paint in the 18th, 19th, and
early 20th centuries. Lead-based paint was used
extensively on wooden exteriors and interior trimwork,
indow sash, window frames, baseboards, wainscoting,

.ioors, frames, and high gloss wall surfaces such as those
ound in kitchens and bathrooms. Almost all painted
petals were primed with red lead or painted with lead-
ised paints. Even milk (casein) and water-based paints
iistemper and calcimines) could contain some lead,
;ually in the form of hiding agents or pigments.
arnishes sometimes contained lead. Lead compounds
:ere also used as driers in paint and window glazing
'utty.

1 1978, the use of lead-based paint in residential housing
as banned by the federal government. Because the
.:zards have been known for some time, manv lead
omponents of paint were replaced by titanium and other
~s tonic elements earlier in the 20th century. Since houses
e periodically repainted, the most recent laver of paint
;11 most likelv trot contain lead. but the older lavers
+derneath probably will. Therefore, the only way to
-curately determine the amount of lead present in older
Vint is to have it analvzed.

it is important that owners of historic properties be aNvare
that lavers of older paint can reveal a great deal about the
hi,tory of a buildin` and that paint chronology is often
_,'ed to date alterations or to document decorative period
;Aklr,~ ts& figs. ?, 3t. Highly significant decorative finishes,
,u; h as ;ralnln„ marbleizing, stenciling, polychrome
JI , or,ition, and morals should be evaluated by a. painting
. m,cry ator to develop the appropriate preservation
:r .unl0nt that will stabilize the paint and eliminate the
r~ d to remove it. If Such finishes must be removed in the
rocess of amtrolling load hazards, then research, paint

ul,ilvsis, and documentation are advisable as a record for
iuture research and treatment.

: at':.` , :d'ir•;u ' :hip nmti:el. peen in the ex,?L 9 .i paint
.. ! . , ~,uv~d•! ,y'. ,., ;t r:Jdi 1'cen relocated) :rotli another rPatp Or
(',•'d •,rr;d .t < , .^~:u:: ral:rr '> paint histornt and ,;:c

c, color !'it ;tripping off all the ra nt is
a'r.l it —as hart or it lead hazard re;, uctiott

~.rd; •rr! - vrrarc ,'r, '.n.+tid'rr and) repainting xith tend-rrec :op

Ki

drrrlritrihrr,ll tr.it:r;; and
their;inrsLd; >f;d';dl.i not hr
renarcrd duriu~ .i t'roject
incorporating lead; *.-a:JTrd
control:. 11 the native
stencillitt,~ a1 ):-c. or hatid
graincdd0or~ f•c/c;c. or
painted ntural> nc:.: repair,
then a pain! rd'n~c~•aSur
:1011111 IT idvi 111.':.:. Once

or other:1': C

11111111':( :,' a•,.,. •:11:..11'::.0



Planning for Lead Hazard Reduction in
Historic Housing

Typical health department guideline: call for removing as
much or tile surfaces that contain lead-ba.ed paint as
p1 ♦ib~C '7 !'t'~Ilff> 71( f.Ttt'1(>l:c' , =:'!' "'i':iilii.i.`hVl Of

Itl(tlliv, and tin(-4,,L ac.. for most

r.`(,: (see fig. 4). A' edt !llimL'er or rederally-

,ll,i-tcd hru♦ing programs are n•.,'% in; a•.'. a%- rnnn this
,1♦ too e\pell5lVe and WO da11,t•T01.15 to the

i ninlediate work em'ironment. A p rererr,:J approach,
consi.tent ith Tile Secretary of ; In ; rn Staa,hirds for the

Hl-;torlc Propertl,-s, c,lil. t„r remo%-in„

contn'liin,, or managing the hat.lr i♦ rather than
h,rl~♦ale—or even partial—rer,.,,l al of the historic features

an l rni♦hem (fig. 1). This is gener,flk achieved through
ar<nll r!<.1nin; and treatment ieteri,'r.ltin; paint,
t'M:,  surtaceS lCc:c 1 ir'0 c1,Adrerl, and
A2,1d sa "'ll -«' fi,s. ti, 7). ^a:nt that it not
eau♦111•, .1 hazard is thus permitted '.o r,2iniin, and. in
c„n><'yu<•nce. the amount of hi.tor:,: ;ini -i es, features and
trin,,%%or!. remotced from a propert'. i~, minimized.

Hec,lulse the hazard of lead poi-.omn; i. tied to the risk of
(ng<•♦:in, lead, careful plannin; help 'o determine how

Before

After

much risk is present and how best to allocate available
financial resources. An owner, with professional assistance,
can protect a historic resource and make it lead-safe using
this three-step planning process:

L identifv the historical significance of the building and
architectural character of its featl.lres and finishes;

I1. Undertake a risk assessment of interior and exterior
Surfaces to determine the hazards from lead and lead-
based paint; and,

III. Evaluate the options for lead hazard control in the
context of historic preservation standards.

1. Identify the historical significance of the building
and architectural character of its features and
finishes

The historical significance, integrity'. and architectural
character of the building always neek.1 to be assessed before
l~ ork is undertaken that might ad%-erseiY affect them. An
owner may need to enlist the help of a preservation
architect, building conservator or historian. The State
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) may be able to provide
a list of knowledgeable preservation professionals who
could assist with this evaluation.

Before

After
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- Worker Safety
Current worker safety
standards were
established by OSHA's
29 CFR Part 1926, Lead
Exposure in _
Construction; Interim
Final Rule, which
became effective June 3,
1993. These standards
base levels of worker
protection on exposure
to airborne lead dust. Lozv-level heat guns can be used to
They are primarily retnoee lead-based paint (corn

targeted to ersons 
significant historic .vindorz•s and

o p trtrnu•ork, but a worker exposed to
working avithin the lead ,lust over all extended period of
construction industry, time must be protected gran the
but apply to any hazards created during the process of

workers who are faint renrotvil. Photo: Williamsport
Preservation Training Center.

exposed to lead dust for
longer than a specific amount of time and duration. The
Interim Final Rule establishes an action level of 30
micrograms of lead dust per cubic meter of air (30
ng/m-) based on an eight hour, time-weighted average,
as the level at which employers must initiate compliance
activities; and it also establishes 30 ug/m' of lead dust as
the permitted exposure level (PEL) for workers.

The standard identifies responsibilities before, during,
and after the actual abatement activity necessary to
protect the worker. Before the project begins, it requires
in exposure assessment, a written compliance plan,
nitial medical surveillance, and training. The exposure
assessment determines whether a worker may be
exposed to lead. OSHA has identified a number of work
tasks expected to produce dust levels between _30 and
500 ng/m' of air, including; manual demolition, manual
scraping, manual sanding heat •un applications,
general cleanup, and power tool usewhen the power
tool is equipped With a dust collection system. It is an
OSHA requirement that, at a minimum. a HEPA filtered
halt-face respirator with a protection factor of 10 be used
for these operations. Initial blood lead level (BLL) base
lines are established for each worker. Actual dust levels
are monitored by air sampling of representative work
activities, generally by an industrial hvgienist or an
environmental monitoring firm. Protective equipment is
determined by the dust level. For all workers exposed
at, or above, the action level for over 30 days in a 12-
month period, BLLs are tested on a re-ular basis of
every ? months for the first 6 months and every 6
months thereafter. After completing a project,
maintenance, medical surveillance, and recordkeeping
lesponsibilities continue.

{EPA vacuums, HEPA respirators, and HEPA filters,
.-hich substantially reduce exposure to lead dust, are
vailable through laboratory safety and supply catalogs
nd vendors.

.opies of 29 CFR Part IO2tb, Lead Exposure in
,instruction: Interim Final Rule, are available from the
,apartment of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health
arninistration, or maw be found in any library with a
;rrent edtion of the Code of Federal Regulation (CFR)

Features and finishes of ,, alt>toric bulldIill' that exhibit
distinctive characteristic, of an architectural stn le: represent
work by specialized cr,,tt,men: or prs:e11 111 1,41i artistic
value should be identified o then ~:,,n be protected and
preserved durim, treatment. l% lien it i, absoiutely
necessary to remove ,, .i;nific,mt archih•ehtra; edtUre or
finish—as noted in the tint ta%o prioritic> list«', below—it
should be replaced with i ne,% feature and finish that
matches in design, detail, color, texture, and. Ill most cases,
material.

Figure ti. Deteric c:
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of historic trim. and o,',,  „ , historic
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Before After

Figure 8. ,-1 =tir,•itr of the propertu ;fill help establish priorities for treatment baseci oil its historical significance and piu/sical aulditioit. 1!t this I373 plank
;rouse. the ori~inaf btterlockit7g Planks, corner details, projecting rafter tails, and original xitnioxs ;c'ere Considered hi~:htu significant .features a!id sere
ulrcfullq stripped of failing paint using chemical poultices and HEPA sanding, then repainted. The less significant, but parader-defbling, painted porch
iooring ;ras repleied ill ne,e•. bit matching triaterial. The nun-historic porch sereeniny rcas removed entlrelti. Photo before: Brinar Blurufell: Photo after:
Ochorah Birch.

II. Undertake a risk assessment of interior and
exterior surfaces to determine hazards from lead
and lead-based paint.

While it can be assumed that most historic housing contains
lead-based paint, it cannot be as;Limed that it is causing, a
health risk anti should be r emot ed. The purpose of a risk
assessment is to determine. thrru-h testing and evaluation,
where hazard: from lead warrant remedial action (see fig. 9).
Testin, by a speclalist can he "lore on paint, soil, or lead dust
either on-site or in a laburotorc usin- methods such as x-rav
tluorescence (.XRF) anak-zers, chemicals, dust wipe tests, and
atomic absorption spectroscopy. Risk assessments can be
faire-• IOW cost investi ations of the location, condition, and
:ek erit% of lead hazards found in house dust, soil, water,
and deterior,itin paint. Rls` as;essments %,'ill also address
other-rur,:t> of lead from hobble. crocken. water. and the

parent, worl, em ironment. A public health oftice should
be abic the Provide names of certified risk .issessors. paint

inspectors, and testing laboratories. These services are
critical when owners are seeking to implement measures to
reduce suspected lead hazards in housing, day-care centers,
or when extensive rehabilitations are planned.

The risk assessment;houl"l record:

• ti;e' ,'niut'; le'C.lNir!I

• thl Vllhlt <CJIIJIf 1rr 11 
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lire rim: impact)
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ACTION LEVELS
Readers should become familiar with terminology and basic
levels that trigger concern and/or action. Check with the
appropriate authorities if you have questions and to verify
applicable action levels which may change over time.
Blood lead levels: Generally from drawn blood and not a finger
stick test which can be unreliable. Units are measured in
micrograms per deciliter (ug/dl) and reflect the 1995 standards
from the Centers for Disease Control:
Children: 10 ug/dl; level of concern; find source of lead

13 ug/dl and above; intervention, counseling,
medical monitoring.
20 ug/dl and above; medical treatment

Adults: 25 ug/dl; level of concern; find source of lead
30 ug/dl ; OSHA standard for medical removal from
the worksite

Lead in paint: Differing methods report results in differing units.
Lead is considered a potential hazard if above the following levels,
but can be a hazard at lower levels, if improperly handled. These
are the current numbers as identified by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (1995).
Lab analysis of samples:

5,000 milligram per kilogram (mg/kg) or 5,000 parts per
million (ppm), or

0.31c lead by weight.
XRF reading: in milligram per centimeter squared

1 mg! cm:
lead dust wipe test: in micrograms per square foot

Flours 100 11g/ft:;
Window sills 500 ug/ft:;
bV indo%v troughs 800 ug/ft'-

Lead in <oil: high contact bare play areas, listed as parts per million
(ppm):

concern: 400 ppm
interim control 2,000 ppm
hazard abatement 3,000 ppm

t is important from a health standpoint that future tenants,
winters, and construction workers know that lead-based
aint is present, even under treated surfaces, in order to
ake precautions when work is undertaken in areas that will
venerate lead dust. Whenever mitigation work is
ompleted, it is important to have a clearance test using the
ttst wipe method to ensure that lead-laden dust generated
;wring the work does not remain at levels above those
,stablished by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
nd the Department of Housing and Urban Development
IUD) (see Action Levels Chart, above). A building file
ould be maintained and updated whenever any
sditional lead hazard control work is completed.

azards should be removed, mitigated, or managed in the
der of their health threat, as identified in a risk
ssessment (with 1. the greatest risk and 8. the least
n ngerous):

Peeling, chipping, flaking, and chewed interior lead-
based paint and surfaces

Lead dust on interior surfaces

High lead in soil levels around the house and in'play
areas (check state requirements)

4. Deteriorated exterior painted surfaces and features

5. Friction surfaces subject to abrasion (windows, doors,
painted floors)

6. Accessible, chewable surfaces (sills, rails) if small
children are present

7. Impact surfaces (baseboards and door jambs)

8. Other interior surfaces showing age or deterioration
(walls and ceilings)

III. Evaluate options for hazard control in the context
of historic preservation standards.

The Secretary of the Interiors Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties—established principles used to evaluate
work that may impact the integrity and significance of
National Register properties—can help guide suitable health
control methods. The preservation standards call for the
protection of historic materials and historic character of
buildings through stabilization, conservation, maintenance,
and repair. The rehabilitation standards call for the repair of
historic materials with replacement of a character-defining
feature appropriate only when its deterioration or damage is
so extensive that repair is infeasible. From a preservation
standpoint, selecting a hazard control method that removes
only the deteriorating paint, or that involves some degree of
repair, is always preferable to the total replacement of a
historic feature.

iiv tvino, the remedial work to the areas of risk, it is possible to
limit the amount of intrusive work on delicate or aging
features of a building without jeopardizing the health and
safety of the occupants. To make historic housing lead-safe,
the gentlest method possible should be used to remove the
offending substance—lead-laden dust, visible paint chips,
lead in soil, or extensively deteriorated paint. Overly
aggressive abatement may damage or destrov much more
historic material than is necessary to remove lead paint, such
as abrading historic surfaces. Another reason for targeting
paint removal is to limit the amount of lead dust on the work
site. This, in turn, helps avoid expensive worker protection,
cleanup, and disposal of larger amounts of hazardous waste.

Whenever extensive amounts of lead must be removed
from a property, or when methods of removing toxic
substances will impact the environment, it is extremely
important that the owner be aware of the issues
surrounding worker safety, environmental controls, and
proper disposal (see fig. 10, 11). Appropriate architectural,
engineering and environmental professionals should be
consulted when lead hazard projects are complex.

Follotiving are brief explanations of the two approaches for
controlling lead hazards, once they have been identified as
a risk. These controls are recommended by the Department
of Housing and Urban Development in Guidelines. for the
&nluation and Control of Lend-Paint Hazards lit Housing, and
are summarized here to focus on the special considerations
for historic housing:

Interim Controls: Short-term solutions include thorough
dust removal; thorough wvashdown and clean-up of
exposed surfaces: paint film stabilization and repainting;
covering of lead-contaminated soil; and making tenants
aware of lead hazards. Interim controls require ongoing
maintenance and evaluation.



Figure 10. The choice of
paint removal method will
trigger ;'arious
err•irorntental controls
Writ zvor.ker protection.

Tire chemical poultice-
tupe Faint rentot'er uses a
paper f;ecurg that keeps
the !cart ;caste contained

.for proper disposal. The
avrker is adequately
pretectell bu it suit and
gloz-es. for this work a
respirator seas not
required. Local laws
required containment and
neutralization of any
after-waslt water run off.
Photo::VPS Files.
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process. An inverted triangle (see fig. 12) shows the
greatest number of residential projects fall well within the
"interim controls" section. Most housing can be made safe
for children using these sensitive treatments, particularly if
no renovation work is anticipated. !Next, where owners
may have less control over the care and upkeep of housing
and rental units, more aggressive means of removing
hazards may be needed. Finally, large-scale projects to
rehabilitate housing or convert non-residential buildings to
housing may successfully incorporate "hazard abatement"
as a part of the overall work.

Appropriate Methods for Controlling
Lead Hazards

In selecting appropriate methods for controlling lead
hazards, it is important to refer to Step I. of the survey
where architecturally significant features and finishes are
identified and need to be preserved. Work activities will
vary according to hazard abatement needs; for example,
while an interim control would be used to stabilize paint on
most trimwork, an accessible window sill might need to be
stripped prior to repainting. Since paint on a window sill is
usually not a significant finish, such work would be
appropriate. Other appropriate methods for controlling
lead hazards are summarized in the accompanying chart
(see fig. 13).

The method selected for removing or controlling the
hazards has a direct bearing on the type of worker
protection as well as the n,-Pe of disposal needed, if waste is
determined to be hazardous (see fig. 14). Following are

Managing or Removing Lead
in Historic Housing

Housekeeping
Maintenance

Interim oust control
Controls _ Paint Stabilization

EdnatlaNArireness

SoiltReplantlnq

Paint Removal

Hazard Selective Substrate Removal

Abatement Surlace EnclosureAncapsatation

Soil Replacement

Figure I'. An im-erted triang!e .it,ikc5 t;te ikwit !hat :no;t of the nation's
housing can be made lead—We utter:m cor:rrd methods, sneh as
dust control, plum stabdi_ahcr'..u:d {LTII housek<ernng. Shaded from
light to .lark. the lithter iwcrtm ;: rl:rid: xill gener:all-i not harm the
historic materials. The .6rrker. wore .r~gre;;it r :o C14, can be
implemented with rehabilitatic,t rrow.'s :ehere punt removal, selective
replacement oi.leteriorated ele^re':; <. ,rant encar,:dat:on or enclosure are
incorporated into other Xork.



MANAGING OR REMOVING LEAD-BASED PAINT IN HISTORIC BUILDINGS

Interim solutions, the preferred approach, include a combination of the following:

General maintenance Dust control Paint stabilization Soil treatment Tenant education

Repair deteriorated Damp mop floor; wet Wet-sand loose paint Add bark mulch, sod or Notify tenants and
materials; broom sweep porches and repaint; topsoil to bare dirt areas workers as to the

and steps; with high lead levels; location of lead-based
Control leaks; Keep topcoats of paint paint;

Damp dust window sills in good condition; Discourage children
Maintain exterior roofs, and window troughs; from playing in these Instruct tenants to keep
siding, etc. to keep Selectively remove paint areas by providing sand property clean;
moisture out of building; Washdown painted from friction & chewable box or other safe areas;

surfaces periodically surfaces (sills) and Instruct tenants to notify
Perform emergency (use tri-sodium repaint; Do not plant vegetable owner or manager when
repairs quickly if lead- phosphate or garden in areas with repairs are necessary;
based paint is exposed; equivalent, if Use good quality latex, lead in soil;

necessary); latex acrylic or oil/ alkyd Provide tenants with

i Maintain building file paints compatible with Be careful that pets do health department
with lead test data and Clean or vacuum existing paint; not track contaminated pamphlets on the
reports, receipts or carpets regularly (use soil inside house. hazards of lead-based
invoices on completed HEPA vacuum if lead Consider more durable paint.
lead mitigation work. dust returns); encapsulating paints

and wall lining systems
Undertake periodic if necessary.
inspection with annual
dust wipe tests.

Hazard abatement removes the hazard - not necessarily all the paint or the feature, and may include:

Paint removal Paint Encapsulation Replace deteriorated Soil treatment Compliance
Enclosure elements

Remove deteriorated Remove contaminated Be aware of all federal,
paint or paint on friction, Consider encapsulating Remove, only when soil around foundation state and local laws
chewable, or impact paints with 20 years necessary, seriously to a depth of 3" and regarding lead-based
surfaces to sound layer, warranty to seal-in older deteriorated painted replace with new soil paint abatement,
repaint; paint; or use in elements such as and appropriate planting environmental controls

combination with wall windows, doors, and material or paving; and worker safety;
Consider using the liners to stabilize plaster trimwork. Replace with
gentlest means possible wall surfaces prior to new elements that If site is highly Dispose of all hazardous
to remove paint to avoid repainting; match the historic in contaminated from other waste according to
damage to substrate; appearance, detailing, lead sources (smelter, applicable laws;
wet sanding, low level Seal lead-based painted and materials, when sandblasted water tank)
heat guns, chemical surfaces behind rigid possible; consult an Be aware that methods
strippers, or HEPA enclosures, such as environmental specialist to remove lead-based
sanding; drywall, or use luan or Replace component as well as a landscape paint can cause differing

plywood with new element of a friction architect; amounts of lead dust
Send easily removable coverings over surface (parting bead or which can be dangerous
items (shutters, doors) previously painted stops of windows) or of Do not alter a significant to workers and residents.
off-site for paint floors; impact surfaces (shoe historic landscape
stripping, then reinstall moldings) with new
and paint. Use rubber stair treads elements.

on painted steps.
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IMPACT OF VARIOUS PAINT REMOVAVABATEMENT TECHNIQUES

REMOVAL IMPACT ON LEAD DUST IMPACT ON IMPACT ON
METHOD MATERIALS GENERATED WORKER ENVIRONMENT

Wet scraping; wet Low: Low: Low: Low-medium:
sanding; repainting Gentle to substrate: Misting surfaces No special protection for Debris often general

feather edges to obtain reduces lead dust respiration, but wash waste; check disposal
smooth paint surface before eating, drinking, requirements

etc.

Heat gun; paint removal Low: Medium: Medium: Medium:
w/ scrapers Gentle to substrate Flicking softened paint Respirator w/HEPA Lead-paint sludge is
< 450°F does create airborne filters usually required hazardous waste

lead dust

Chemical stripping Low to Medium: Low: Low: Medium:
on-site: use liquid or Avoid damage to wood Chemicals are moist For lead dust; for Lead residue
poultice; avoid texture/grain with long and reduce lead dust volatile chemicals may hazardous; off/rinse
methylene chloride dwell time require solvent filter must be filtered or

mask contained

i

Controlled HEPA Low to Medium: Medium to High: Medium to High: Medium to High:
sanding; primarily for Avoid gouging wooden Worker must know how Requires respirator with Paint debris is
wooden surfaces; surfaces: good for to use equipment HEPA filter and possibly hazardous and must be
sander uses HEPA feathering edges containment of area contained in drums for
vacuum shroud disposal

I

j Dry Abrasives on cast Low to Medium: Generally High: High; Medium to High:
iron; CO2, walnut shells, Substrate must be Large volume of Generally requires Increased volume of
needle gun removal; durable and in good paint chips fall freely full suiting, hazardous waste if
can use vacuum condition: not for soft or unless there is a respirators and abrasive is added to
shrouds porous materials vacuum shroud containment, even if lead debris

vacuum shroud used

Chemical stripping Medium to High: Usually low: Low: Low to Medium:
off-site; cold tank ,;;= Elements can be Take care when Take care when Stripping contractor
reduces ungluing damaged during removing elements to washing up to responsible for
caused by hot tank:, removal or in tank minimize lead laden remove dust; wash disposal

dust clothes separately
• .f7~<Y

Featureor substrata," High: Usually low: Worker Usually low: Varies: Must do a
removal and_ A'Ah Loss of feature is exposure can be high Varies with lead dust TCLP leach test to
replacement̀ - irretrievable; Avoid if element hazardous generated; use air determine if debris

wholesale removal of due to high amounts monitors and wet can go to landfill or
=~+ significant elements of lead-based paint mist area is hazardous waste

Fr;n•r 14 T7ns chart ,lion•, how the impact of lead Ttazard cwrtrol work can impact a property. The paint or hazard remond methods. shaded From light to
h,! norr (os to rncdiunr to iu~k impact ore historic materials. Earle method .pill generate:aryirtg amounts of lead acct and Tw:ardveu materials:

..4r : ̂:.r, t , yr :corkcr> and the trr-,•rroa,nc'rt :rill thin vary accordin&. This information gives a general overview and is root a substitute ;or careful air
n,• :,:, r: n• :nrd ;ompliairce with worker ; rotection as establi4led h4 OSHA regulations, and the proper handlbrg,`dispo~r( of haLtrdous :caste. Preparers by
%r:r n C ('.irk. AfA.



examples of appropriate methods to use to control lead
hazards within an historic preservation context.

Historic Interiors (deteriorating paint and chewed
surfaces). Whenever lead-based paint (or lead-free paint
covering older painted surfaces) begins to peel, chip, craze,
or otherwise comes loose, it should be removed to a sound
substrate and the surface repainted. If children are present
and there is evidence of painted surfaces that have been
chewed, such as a window sill, then these surfaces should
be stripped to bare wood and repainted. The removal of
peeling, flaking, chalking, and deteriorating paint may be of
a small scale and undertaken by the owner, or may be
extensive enough to require a paint contractor. In either
case, care must be taken to avoid spreading lead dust
throughout the dwelling unit. If the paint failure is
extensive and the dwelling unit requires more permanent
hazard removal, then an abatement contractor should be
considered. Many states are now requiring that this work
,e undertaken by specially trained and certified workers.

f an owner undertakes interim controls, it would be
~dvisable to receive specialized training in handling lead-
,ased paint. Such training emphasizes isolating the area, .
cutting plastic sheeting down to catch debris, turning off
mechanical systems, taping registers closed, and taking
recautions to clean up prior to handling food. Work

clothes should be washed separately from regular family
aundrv. The preferred method for removing flaking paint
the wet sanding of surfaces because it is gentle to the 

=ubstrate and controls lead dust. The key to reducing lead
azards while stabilizing flaking paint is to keep the
arfaces slightly damp to avoid ingesting lead dust. Wet
,nding uses special flexible sanding blocks or papers that
n be rinsed in water or used along with a bottle mister.
his method will generally not create enough debris to
>nstitute hazardous waste (see fig. 15).

Ither methods for selectively removing more deteriorated
'lint in historic housing include controlled sanding, using
.v-temperature heat guns, or chemical strippers. Standard
fety precautions and appropriate worker protection
,n.tid be used. ̀ tethods to redid include uncontrolled dry
•rasiye methods, high heat removal (lead vaporizes at
00' F), uncontrolled water blasting, and some chemicals
msidered carcinogenic (methylene chloride). When
ssibie and practicable, painted elements, such as

.re 13. Wet sanding of ulterior iurfaces :cdl keep dnst levels dozen,
.,ce 11te need ror:corkcr> • protection, acid prJ:Rloa Sound iurf[lt;elor
:irlhn pr;,nin,~ and repainting ,cult al Akurl. latex or latex acrylic
.1d I,e urr,lrr:akerr accorlins to manu!uiturir> utstnictions.

radiators, doors, shutters, or other easily removable items,
can be taken to an off site location for paint removal.

In most cases, when interior surfaces are repainted, good
quality interior latex or oil/alkvd paints may be used. The
paint and primer system must be compatible with the
substrate, as well as any remaining, well-bonded, paint.

Encapsulant paints and coatings, developed to contain lead-
based paint, rely on an adhesive bonding of the new paint
through the layers of the existing paint. The advantages of
these special paint coatings is that they allow the historic
substrate to remain in-place; reduce the amount of existing
paint removed; can generally be applied without extensive
worker protection; and are a durable finish, (They cannot,
however, be used on friction surfaces.) The drawbacks
include their ability to obscure carved details, unless thinly
applied in several applications, and difficulty in future
removal. If a specialized paint, such as an elastomeric
encapsulant paint, is considered, the manufacturer should
be contacted for specific instructions. for its application.
Unless these specialized paint systems are warranted for 20
years, they are considered as less permanent interim
controls.

Lead-dust on interior finishes. Maintaining and washing
painted surfaces is one of the most effective measures to
prevent lead poisoning. Houses kept in a clean condition,
with paint film intact and topcoated with lead-free paint or
tarnish, may not e'en pose a health risk. Dust wipe tests,
which are sent to a laboratory for processing, can identify
the level of lead dust present on floors, window sills, and
window troughs. If lead dust is above acceptable levels,
then >pecially modified maintenance procedures can be
undertaken to reduce it. All paints deteriorate over time,
so maintenance must be ongoing to control fine lead dust.
The periodic washing of surfaces with a surfactant, such as
tri-sodium phosphate (TSP) or its equivalent, loosens dirt
and removes lead dust prior to a water rinse and touch-up
painting, if necessan . This interim treatment can be
extremely beneficial in controlling lead dust that is posing a
hazard (see fig. It).

Soilllandscape. Soil around building foundations may
contain a high level of lead from vears of chalking and
peeling exterior paint. This dirt can be brought indoors on
shoes or by pets and small children if they play outside a
house. Lead in the soil is generally found in a narrow band

FiStiri lo. Washittg :cmdou-s and cleauin~ .debris rroirt ,eindo,c ,'ells on
a periodic tatsi can iul•stantiallu reduce ka,l .lust. Llsing Crater and tri-
<ethurrt phosphate rTSP or equi:•ale•nt) Will ri MWe 10a`se paint. and, after
rirtsin~, the <urrdce cart le repainted a,ith Gt:er, r,tt likud. or latex
ac1`1111C lvltr;t;_



directly adjacent to the foundation. If the bare soil tests
high in lead (see Action Levels Chart, pg. 6), it should be
replaced to a depth of several inches or covered with new
sod or plantings. Care should be taken to protect historic
plantings on the building site and, in particular, historic
landscapes, while mitigation work is underway (see fig. 17).
If an area has become contaminated due to a. variety of
environmental conditions (for example, a smelter nearby or
water tanks that have been sandblasted in the past), then an
environmental specialist as well as a landscape
preservation architect should be consulted on appropriate
site protection and remedial treatments. It is inappropriate
to place hard surfaces, such as concrete or macadam, over
historically designed landscaped areas, which is often the
-ecommendation of typical abatement guidelines.

:gore 1- L~';c''! ::i:~.~r:i ;~'~:.tr: ',':,':,i `, ,,•ra:rt!r ..;%r 1,.':rls ~l tend in

arc swl —.`drn::dariu .tnvn:d 4`n sd,i::c u• — it :s on;vr.`aut to reduCe
:e Ifa_ar,l' destroutit •t~ vrr'c.utt Lut,i,:.te'i <. hi rna,nr cases,

'rl:.r,t IT ri „r,`rr,t , !,: the . •ur,Lh zoi:.iria and
:rpr,il,r:Ih' ,,r Sri ̀III_. .. .. - 1'I.''.. f.i :.-h:a'>otl. Photo:

7e'terionttiit paint on rltcriors Detcr:,~r,ltin, c\terior

`,lint „111 -ettle onto'.,'ll',d,`K Ic'ci,4r,,1:Id Cc blown into the
{weII111 and t\ III also Co 11t,l:1W-1te "ul at the foundation,
is preyttluay d1-iCL1 ce{. 1',110tt2d eNtenor, rilav include
.:ail surfaces, porches, rout trim arld brackets, cornices,
dormers, and windoly surrounds. Mot exteriors need
'epaintin,, every 5-l0 years due to the cumulative effect of
•un, wind, and rain or lack of maintenance. Methods of
.7aint removal that do not abr.ldc or damage the exterior
1laterials should be evaluated. Because there is often more
hen one m,lte•rial (for e\anlpie. painted brick and
;alyani/ed root ornament-1, the t% pc, ,4 paint removal or
',1int >t,lblll/,)thou S\'>tcnl, 11Ct'd t" t'C ~,1Illp,itiW,! with each
aaterial tscc' fig. ISI. If paint has tailed doh, n to the 
-ubstrate, it should be removed usul, either controlled
,andingr scraping, controlled light abrasives for cast iron
Ind durable metals, chemicals, or low heat. It chemicals are
_ised, it may be necessary to have the:ontractor contain,
'ilter, or otherwise treat any re,siduc or rinse lyater.
:nvironmcntal re-ulotions must be:110ACJ prior to work,
-:,articulari~ it a lark ,lnlount of tc.Id a,tr will be
~etivrate'd or DUblic %rater,% te•nl-,ltt~:te'd

\ cost anal) -:s may shoe, that. in ti,c Ion,- run. repair and
;laintcnan:e of htstorlc material, , .ul.i replacement
:an be cost etrecti%e Due t,, :hc' ;`ht ;:,il :ondition and
oc,ltion or hood -;Id In,—t, l:et!'Vr l, ::n :Ile ; "t or paint
'emoyal. a ,icctston may he m,i,'.,, re ;n, e and replace

Fiti ure 13. As part of an urban honsiny grant progra,n, the exterior of
this rote house teas sucessfulli/ made lead-safe and met the Secretary of
the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation. The exterior was washed,
then repainted with exterior grade alkyd paint. The decorative roof
brackets and cornice were repainted; not removed or covered as is often
recommended in typical abatement guidelines. The previously altered,
deteriorated a'indox sash mere replaced Leith riew sash and jamb liners
set within the historic frames. Photos: Deborah Birch.

these materials on some historic frame buildings. If the
repair or replacement of historic cladding on a primary
elevation is being undertaken, such replacement materials
should match the historic cladding in material, size,
configuration, and detail (see fij. 19). The use of an
artificial sidin, or aluminum coil stock panning systems
over wooden trimwork or sills and lintels (as recommended
in some abatement guidelines) is not appropriate,
particularly on principal facades of historic buildings
because thev change the profile appearance of the exterior
trimwork and may damage historic materials and detailing
during installation. C; nless the siding is too deteriorated to
..arrant repair and the cost is too prohibitive to use
matching replacement materials (i.e., wood for wood),
<ub>titute materials are not recommended.

Tile use of specialized encapsul int paint coatings on
exteriors—in particular, moist or humid climates, and, to
some extent, cold climates—is discouraged because such
coatings may serve to impede the movement of moisture
that naturally migrates through other paints or mask leaks
that may be causing substrate decay. Thus, a carefully
applied exterior paint system (either oil; alkyd or latex)
with periodic repainting can be very effective.

Friction Surfaces. Interior features %yith surfaces that—
functionally—rub together such as windows and doors, or
are subject to human wear and tear, such as floor and steps,
are known as friction surfaces. It is unclear holy much lead
dust is created when friction surfaces that contain lead-
based paint, but are top-coated with lead-tree paint, rub
together becalUe much of the earlier paint may have worn
a,ay. For example, it lead dust levels around windows or
on painted floors are consistently above acceptable levels,
treating nearby friction surfaces should be considered. If
surtaces, -such as operable windolys, operable doors,
painted porch decks. painted rloors and painted steps
appear to be generatin, lead the'.st, thc should be
controlled throu,h isolatin- or removing the lead-based
paint. Windot, and door edges can be stripped or planed,

or the units stripped on or oft site to remove paint prior to
repainting. 'Simple wooden stop, .Ind parting beads for
windows, which otten split a^un rrmoyal, can be replaced.
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Figure 19. In many cases,
exterior wood siding can be
repaired, selectimly replaced,
and repainted, as illustrated
in this success fit/ residential
rehabilitation. Deteriorating
zvood siding was removed
from the foundation to the top
of the first floor windows and
replaced with matching wood
siding. The entire building
was repainted. Photos:
Crispus Attucks Community
Development Corporation.

Figure?I. Painted
stairs and floors can
cause  problem
because lead dust
settles between the
wooden boards. in
this case. the steps
were sanded,

repainted, and
eot•ered with rubber
stair treads. The
floors could not be
effecti el y cleaned
and sealed so they
were isolated with a
ITGC• srl!'Rooring, anti

a wasi:a-le the finish
injtallid.
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Figure 24. Historic
baseboards are often
bumped by brooms
and <<tcuum cleaners,
cai:_iny lead-based
paint chips to fall on
the tloor. Shoe
nruldinys can be added
or replaced to increase
protection to the
baseboard itself. In
this case. because the
con.titiun of the
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FiViri 'r;. Dcterh,ratid ccdhig plaster zcn> renroreil and a rre-W dryuvll
iolim' in,staflcd. The historic ceiling malallion zois preserved, and the
1'11141 r L'Ormcis repairof in place. Photo: Lang/marks Design Associates.

Maintenance after Hazard Control Treatment

Follu«ing treatment, particularly where interim controls
have been used, ongoing maintenance and re-evaluation
become critical. In urban areas, even fully lead-safe houses
can be re-contaminated within a vear from lead or dirt
outside the immediate property. Thus, housing interiors
nurt be kept clean, once lead hazard control measures have
been inlpienlented. Dust levels should be kept down by
et porch steps and entrances on a regular basis.
,tcutl11I cleaning and dusting should be repeated inside on

,, %%eckk basis or even more often. h'invL tile, and wood
door surfaces should be similarly damp mopped. Damp
:ashin~ of %vmdo%y troughs and sills to remove new dust
,huuld be encouraged several times a year, particularly in
the~Priiio ind fall when %vindo~vs will be open. Carpets
and area rtls should be steam cleaned or washed
:periodically if they appear to hold outside dirt.

I I„li ul, hotild be in,pected frequently for sins of
dcti m,ratwn by both olyner and occupant. Tenants need to.
N., nI ido, a%%are of the location of lead-based paint under
Ic'ad-tree top cO,lts.lnd instructed to contact the o%vners or
tern,pertl nlana;-ers when the paint film becomes disturbed
(see th'Ure'_: ). Any leaks, peeling paint, or evidence of

Fl~;Irl' 27 1b.1111eaks

~a ~'~til ., .li,'c•rii'rat e.

J•~LC.1 :'.1 U::. Ir r'Rlll tilt

conditions that may generate lead-dust should be identified
and corrected immediately. Occupants must be notified
prior to any major dust-producing project. Dry sanding,
burning, compressed air cleaning or blasting should be not
be used. Repairs, repainting, or rernodeling activities that
Have the potential of raising significant amounts of lead
dint should be undertaken in ways that isolate the area,
reduce lead-laden dust as much as possible, and protect the
occupants.

Yearly dust wipe tests are recommended to ensure that dust
levels remain below actionable levels. Houses or dwelling
units that fail the dust-wipe test should be thoroughly re-
cleaned with TSP, or its equivalent, washed down, wet
Vacuumed and followed by HEPA vacuuming, if necessary,
until a clearance dust wipe test shows the area to be under
actionable levels (see Action Levels chart). Spaces that are
thoroughly cleaned and maintained in food condition are
not a health risk (see fig. 23).

_J. T rig rii:•'INv irI!n,•!r.`i.t ':,•:I-:':; ... ., .; liod-save.

Conclusion

The three-step planning process outhr.ed in this Brief
provides owners and managers of historic hoLtsing with
responsible methods for protecting historic paint lavers and
architectural elements, such as \% i11,10%\<- trinllyork, and
JCS oratiye finishes. Exposed Jecoratilo tinisi,es, such as
palmed plurals or grained door, can o -tabiiized by a
p,iint conservator without de>tro,yin, ti.e!r s ,nificance.

Keducing and controllim- lead haiardl ca;`. be successfully
accomplished Without destroyin; the :hxactcr-defining
ie,ltures and finishes of historic buildul,~. Federal and state
lal\~ generally support the reasonable a'r,trol of lead-based
paint hazards through a variety of treatments. ran-ino from
11101.1itied maintenance to sclectlye aIE trite reMO%'ML The
le\ to protecting children, worker-. ,u;d ;! e e;l`. in nment is to
L'e itlhlrlllcd about the hal,V,i, of Ic•,ti! :'ntr,'i e\ co) Sure to

Ic',Id'JWt,111d lead 111 so11.111,1 t,I:,111,0',•. c'\:,L11, latlons.

hi gill cases, methods that coil r,- I ::,!.'.'.rd, tili 111Id be
ei«ted that minimize the Impa~t t,' h!-'..', %yhile

,'!l~lirlil l; that hoU>1110 1,



LEAD-BASED PAINT LEGISLATION

The following summarizes several important regulations
that affect lead-hazard reduction projects. Owner's
should be aware that regulations change and they have a
responsiblity to check state and local ordinances as well.

Federal Legislation:

Title X (Ten) Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard
Reduction Act of 1992 is part of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1992 (Public Law 102-
530). It established that HUD issue "The Guidelines for
the Evaluation and Control of Lead-Based Paint Hazards
in Housing" (1995) to outline risk assessments, interim
controls, and abatement of lead-based paint hazards in
housing. Title X calls for the reduction of lead in housing
that is federally supported and outlines the federal
responsibility towards its own residential units and the
need for disclosure of lead in residences, even private
residences, prior to sale.

Interim Final Regulations of Lead in Construction
Standards (29CFR 1926.62). Issued by the Department of
Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA), these regulations address worker safety,
training, and protective measures. It is based in part on
environmental air sampling to determine the amount of
lead dust generated by various activities.

Toxic Substance Control Act; Title IV. The Environmental
Protective Agency (EPA) has jurisdiction for setting
standards for lead abatement. Also, EPA controls the
handling and disposal of hazardous waste generated
during an abatement project. EPA will develop standards to
establish lead hazards, to certify abatement contractors, and
to establish work practice standards for abatement activity.
EPA Regional Offices can provide guidance on the
appropriate regulatory agency for states within their region.

1;tati Late;: States generally have the authority to regulate
the removal and transportation of lead based paint and
the generated waste generally through the appropriate

state environmental and public health agencies. Most
requirements are for mitigation in the case of a lead-
poisoned child, or for protection of children, or for
oversight to ensure the safe handling and disposal of lead
waste. When undertaking a lead-based paint reduction
program, it is important to determine which. laws are in
place that may affect your project. Call the appropriate
officials.

Local Ordinances: Check with local health departments,
Poison Control Centers, and offices of housing and
community development to determine if there are laws
that require compliance by building owners. Rarely are
owners required to remove lead-based paint and most
laws are to ensure safety if a project is undertaken as part
of a larger rehabilitation. Special use permits may be
required when an environmental impact may occur due
to a cleaning treatment that could contaminate water or
affect water treatment. Determine whether projects are
considered abatements and will require special
contractors and permits. - -

Owner's Responsibility: Owners are ultimately responsible
for ensuring that hazardous waste is properly disposed of
when it is generated on their own sites. Owners should
check with their state office to determine if the abatement
project requires a certified contractor. ( National
certification requirements are not yet in place.) Owners
should establish that the contractor is responsible for the
safety of the crew and that all applicable laws are
followed, and that transporters.and disposers of
hazardous waste have liability insurance as a protection
for the owner. If an interim treatment is being used to
reduce lead hazards, the owner should notify the
contractor that lead-based paint is present and that it is
the contractors responsibility to follow appropriate work
practices to protect workers and to complete a thorough
clean-up to ensure that lead-laden dust is not present
after the work is completed.

Glossary of Terms

Deteriorated Lead-Based Paint: Paint known to contain
lead that shows signs of peeling, chipping, chalking,
blistering, alligatoring or otherwise separating from its
substrate.

Dust Removal: The process of removing dust to avoid
creating a greater problem of spreading lead particles;
usually through wet or damp collection or through the
use of special HEPA vacuums.

Hazard Abatement: Long-term measures to remove the
hazards of lead-based paint through selective paint
stripping of deteriorated areas; or, in some cases,
replacement of deteriorated features.

Hazard Control: Measures to reduce lead hazards to
make housing safe for young children. Can be
accomplished with interim (short-term) or hazard
abatement (long-term) controls.

Interim Control: Short-term methods to remove lead
dust, stabilize deteriorating surfaces, and repaint surfaces.
Maintenance can ensure that housing remains lead-safe.

Lead-based Paint: Any existing paint, varnish, shellac or
other coating that is in excess of 1.0 mg/cm= as measured by
an XRF detector or greater than 0.5% by weight from
laboratory analysis ( 5,000 ppm, 5,000 ug/g, or 5,000
mg/kg). For new products, the Consumer Safety Act notes
0.06% as the maximum amount of lead allowed in paint.

Lead-safe: The act of making a property safe from
contamination by lead-based paint, lead-dust, and lead in
soil generally through short and long-term methods to
remove it, or to isolate it from small children.

Risk Assessment. An on-site investigation to determine the
presence and condition of lead-based paint, including
limited test samples, and an evaluation of the age, condition,
housekeeping practices, and uses of a residence.

1-
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PARK AND PLANNING

THE MARYLAND-NATIONAL CAPITAL
PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION

8787 Georgia Avenue A
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910-3760 Date:

MEMORANDUM

TO: Robert Hubbard, Director
Department of Permitting Services

FROM: / Gwen Wright, Coordinator
Historic Preservation

SUBJECT: Historic Area Work Permit

The Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission has reviewed the attached
application for an Historic Area Work Permit. This application was:

Approved

Approved with Conditions:

Denied

and HPC Staff will review and stamp the construction drawings prior to the applicant's applying
for a building permit with DPS; and

THE BUILDING PERMIT FOR THIS PROJECT SHALL BE ISSUED CONDITIONAL UPON
ADHERENCE TO THE APPROVED HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT (HAWP).

Applicant: QK, ~4Z 511,044 k Ji4-, fyat rn S'IL 5e4-

Address: 3 Zv ~Q a.n ~ErS/ LANF GfIjS,~F /,,'D • 4o 8' l S—

and subject to the general condition that, after issuance of the Montgomery County Department

of Permitting Services (DPS) permit, the applicant arrange for a field inspection by calling the

DPS Field Services Office at (301)217-6240 prior to commencement of worknod not more than

two weeks following completion of work.

c:*=0-ftv,...PdP& *
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• » '76 • HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
3011563-3400

APPLICATION FOR
HISTORIC AREA WORK

'

PERMIT
Contact Person: :J()I> 17_4 s I L 

6

,E

Daytime Phone No.: ~ c? l (2'.5L—   1P3~

Tax Account No.: 
-Z13  3 8 D ~ OS

Name of I

Address:

Daytime Phone No.: 3D/ — (4 (_— ( 35c)

Contractorr: C!Z~ C AI L Q Phone No.:, .3 4) I ̂  . ~% q Z ̀ &3 -

Contractor Registration No.: 
,/ /

Agent for Owner: 
p~t~G E E Daytime Phone No.: 36 I / ̀T Z ~7 -3 / 

—7
7

LOCATION OF BUILDIINGIPREMISE 

1 /
House Number: 3 !O 

(( 
StreetL1(!/LQ~j_ 

r
Town/City: (̂~/II~V11 d'Jt~e. 

Nearest~ 
C

CrrossStreet. 66hnCC_.hyU Ave-Ave-e- Brcok-olle_
Lot: 23 Block: Subdivision: VV i S PC (L_/C%n , Z

Liber: Folio: Parcel:

PART ONE: TYPE OF PERMIT ACTION A

IA. CHECK ALL APPLICABLE: CHECK ALL APPLICABLE:

❑ Construct ❑ Extend M/Aher/Renovate ❑ A/C ❑ Slab ❑ Room Addition ❑ Porch ❑ Deck ❑ Shed

❑ Move ❑ Install ❑ Wreck/Raze ❑ Solar ❑ Fireplace ❑ Woodburning Stove ❑ Single Family

❑ Revision ❑ Repair ❑ Revocable // ❑ Fence/Well (complete Section 4) Other: ~/(n y I S (c f it Q

1 B. Construction cost estimate: b. ~tl , 41~E,

1 C. If this is a revision of a previously approved active permit, see Permit #

PART TWO: COMPLETE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADDITIONS

2A. Type of sewage disposal: 01 ❑ WSSC 02 ❑ Septic 03 ❑ Other:

2B. Type of water supply: 01 ❑ WSSC 02 ❑ Well 03 ❑ Other:

PART THREE: COMPLETE ONLY FOR FENCE/RETAINING WALL

3A. Height feet inches

3B. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:

❑ On party line/property line E3 Entirely on land of owner ❑ On public right of way/easement

1 hereby certify that I have authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct and that the construction will comply with plans
app r by all agencies ' ted a I hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.

Signature of o oreuthorized agcm i~/ Date]

Approved: 
 

for Ch ai on, H' t 'c Preservation Commission

Disapproved: Signature: Date: 5 

Application/Permit No.: O D O Date Filed: Date Issued: 994

Edit 2/4/98 SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS

35II3-91
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION

of

MONTGOMERY COUNTY

8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

301-563-3400

Case No. 35/13-99G Received April 7, 1999

Public Appearance May 12, 1999

Before the Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission

Application of Earle Silber, M.D. & Judith Silber
3720 Bradley Lane, Chevy Chase

DECISION AND OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

Decision of the Commission: DENY the Applicant's proposal to cover the wood siding, window
frames and soffits with vinyl siding.

Commission Motion: At the May 12, 1999 meeting of the Historic Preservation Commission,
Commissioner Velasquez presented a motion to deny the application to
cover the existing wood siding, soffits, and window frames with vinyl
siding. Commissioner Watkins seconded the motion. Commissioners
Velasquez, Watkins, Eig, Kousoulas, and Breslin voted in favor of the
motion. Commissioners Trumble and Spurlock were absent. The motion
passed 5-0.

BACKGROUND:

The following terms are defined in Section 24A-2 of the Code:

Commission: The historic preservation commission of Montgomery County, Maryland.

Director: The director of the department of permitting services of Montgomery County,
Maryland or his designee.
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Exterior features: The architectural style, design and general arrangement of the exterior
of an historic resource, including the color, nature and texture of building materials, and
the type and style of all windows, doors, light fixtures, signs or other similar items found
on or related to the exterior of an historic resource.

Historic District: A group of historic resources which are significant as a cohesive unit and
contribute to the historical, architectural, archeological or cultural values within the
Maryland-Washington Regional District and which has been so designated in the master
plan for historic preservation.

Historic resource: A district, site, building, structure or object, including its appurtenances
and environmental setting, which is significant in national, state or local history,
architecture, archeology or culture.

On April 7, 1999, Earle and Judith Silber completed an application for a Historic Area Work
Permit (HAWP) to cover the wood siding, window frames, and soffits of the house at 3720
Bradley Lane with vinyl material.

3720 Bradley Lane is designated as a contributing resource in the Chevy Chase Village Historic
District, which was added to the Master Plan For Historic Preservation in 1998. The amendment
to the Master Plan for Historic Preservation creating the Chevy Chase Village Historic District
was also incorporated as an amendment to the 1990 Bethesda-Chevy Chase Master Plan, and as
an amendment to the General Plan for the Physical Development of the Maryland-Washington
Regional District within Montgomery County, Maryland.

The designation in the 1998 amendment lists the residence as:

Circa 1916-1927 Colonial Revival noted for its architectural significance.

A side-gabled, wood clapboard-clad residence with 8/8 windows and an asphalt roof.

Includes an outbuilding that is a contributing resource.

In the immediate vicinity and on the same side of Bradley Lane are a number of contributing
residences from the same period of construction as 3720 Bradley Lane (1916-1927), which are
also similar in design and scale, with a variety of original materials such as brick, wood, and
stucco used as cladding. These include 3706 Bradley Lane, 3708 Bradley Lane, and 3710
Bradley Lane.

The northern boundary of the Chevy Chase Village Historic District is delineated by Bradley
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Lane. This boundary line is strong both visually and historically as it correlates with the Chevy
Chase Land Company's platting of Section. 2. There is a strong continuity of architecture and
landscaping within the district boundaries.

EVIDENCE IN THE RECORD:

A written staff recommendation on this case was prepared and sent to the Commission on May 5,
1999. At the May 12, 1999 HPC meeting, staff person Perry Kephart showed 35mm slides of the
site and presented an oral report on the staff recommendation. Staff recommended denial of the
proposed vinyl covering, as it was not consistent with the historic character of the Chevy Chase
Village Historic District, was not consistent with the Historic Preservation Policy Guidelines in
the designation amendment, and was not consistent with the criteria for approval in 24A-8.

Staffs specific concerns about the proposed use of vinyl siding that constituted reasons for denial
were:

The basic principles listed in the Chevy Chase Village Guidelines state that vinyl
and aluminum siding and windows should be discouraged.

2. The residence is a substantially intact example of the early 20,' century Colonial
Revival Style that is predominantly identified with this historic district. Covering
of the major wood components of the front facade, including the window frames,
soffits, and siding would negatively impact the integrity of the historic resource.

3. The wood siding, window frames, and soffits are in good to excellent condition.

4. The concerns with regard to lead paint removal are clearly addressed in numerous
preservation publications. The addition of vinyl siding is not recommended as a
method of mitigating lead paint situations..

The addition of a layer of vinyl siding to increase the energy efficiency of a
structure and to make up for the lack of interior insulation is not a sufficient or
satisfactory remedy.

6. If there are problems with paint adherence, they are often symptomatic of moisture
barrier or insulation problems behind the outside cladding. Adding a layer of vinyl
would exacerbate the effect of these problems.

7. A physical examination of the siding revealed that the earlier painting work had not
been performed in a satisfactory manner in that the surfaces had not been
adequately prepared for additional paint coverage.

3



8. Covering wood siding with vinyl can cause irreparable damage to the historic
wood cladding if there is moisture trapped against the wood by the vinyl layer.

9. The avoidance of wood siding maintenance is not considered a justification for its
replacement. The covering of original cladding material simply because it requires
maintenance is counter to the principles of reasonable stewardship of historic
resources. Whenever possible, original materials should be retained or, if
deteriorated, should be replaced in kind.

10. In the basic policies for the historic district, preserving the integrity of the district
includes preserving the integrity of contributing structures in the district. Changes
to the front facade of the subject property would constitute a significant change to
the streetscape of which it is a part.

11. The subject property and the neighboring houses along the southern side of
Bradley Lane form the northern boundary line of the Chevy Chase Village Historic
District. The houses that are on the boundary line of the historic district should be
recognized as serving an important function due to their location at a point at
which a differentiation occurs between those houses that are in the designated area
and those that have not been designated as being of historical or architectural
significance. Loss of integrity in a boundary structure will erode the visual
integrity of the historic borders of the district.

Staff also pointed out that the applicants are to be commended for their concern that the historic
resource is to be properly maintained, but that the use of vinyl covering cannot be considered a
satisfactory maintenance practice and that other solutions to the maintenance situation are
available and that maintenance of the historic materials qualifies for tax credits from both the state
and local governments.

The applicants, Earle and Judith Silber, attended the May 121 HI C meeting.

Judith Silber testified that the house had been painted many times and that the preparation work
had been carefully done and the paint had not adhered properly. She said that experts had said
that there are no moisture problems. The integrity of the historic structure had, she indicated,
already been compromised by the addition of vinyl covering over some window frames, and by
the other changes to the structure, including a rear addition. Finally, she stated that a different
type of siding should be approved if the integrity of the original wood cladding had already been
compromised by the use ofvinyl on some of the window frames.

Dr. Silber testified that economic issues must be taken into account. He pointed out that even tax
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credits would not be enough to offset the cost, which the architect had told him were reasonable.
He noted that the walls are not insulated at this time. He noted, that they are applying to cover the
siding, not for its removal. He testified that they are active in their community and want to be
able to continue to reside at that house. In that regard, he asked that attention should be paid to
the emotional issue of human continuity that was affected by the economic aspects of this
application.

The Local Advisory Panel for the historic district was not present, but in their comments dated
April 28,.1999 indicated that they did not object to the staff recommendation for denial and added
that when original materials are not in good condition, certain types of artificial siding such as
fiber reinforced cement siding should be considered by the HPC. They also noted that energy
efficiency should be generally given greater weight in the review process.

Commissioner Velasquez said that she was concerned that the Chevy Chase Village Guidelines
had specifically said that vinyl siding was not recommended.

Commissioner Eig pointed out that vinyl and aluminum siding are not maintenance free over the
long term. She also noted that owning a wood-clad house simply means that one owns a house
that has to be painted.

Commissioner Watkins agreed with the previous remarks, agreed with the LAP comments, and
upheld the principles in the Guidelines.

Commissioner Breslin sympathized with the need to address the issue of peeling paint, but agreed
with the historic district Guidelines and those of the Secretary of the Interior.

Commissioner Velasquez added that she could not support the use of vinyl siding. She indicated
that she felt that painting. a house every six years was not unreasonable.

Commissioner Kousoulas agreed with the comments of the other commissioners and added that
changing the basic siding of a historic resource was beyond anything that would be considered
appropriate. He also indicated that the commission does not have sufficient information to weigh
economic considerations and must approve or disapprove of an application on the basis of issues
relating to the historicity of the house.

CRITERIA FOR APPROVAL AND FINDINGS OF THE COMMISSION:

The criteria which the Commission must evaluate in determining whether to deny a Historic Area
Work Permit application are found in Section 24A-8(a) of the Montgomery County Code, 1984,
as amended.



Section 24A-8(a) provides that:

The Commission shall instruct the director to deny a permit if it finds, based on the
evidence and information presented to or before the commission that the alteration for
which the permit is sought would be inappropriate or inconsistent with, or detrimental to
the preservation enhancement or ultimate protection of the historic site, or historic
resource within an historic district, and to the purposes of this chapter.

In analyzing whether the criteria for issuance of a Historic Area Work Permit have been met, the
Commission also evaluates the evidence in the record in light of the Historic Preservation Policy
Guidelines in the Amendment to the Approved and Adopted Master Plan for Historic
Preservation in MontgomeU County, Maryland: Chevy Chase Village Historic District. In
particular Guidelines #2, #3, and #4 and Principles for Siding and Windows are applicable in this
case:

Guideline 2: Preserving the integrity of contributing structures in the district. Alterations
to contributing structures should be designed in such a way that the altered
structure still contributes to the district.

Guideline 3: Maintaining the variety of architectural styles and the tradition of
architectural excellence.

Guideline 4: Design review emphasis should be restricted to changes that will be visible
from the front or side public right-of-way, or that would be visible in the
absence of vegetation or landscaping.

Siding  should be subject to moderate scrutiny if it is visible from the public right-of-way,
lenient scrutiny if it is not. Artificial siding on areas visible from the public right-of-way
should be discouraged where such materials would replace or damage original building
materials that are in good condition. Vinyl and aluminum siding should be discouraged.

Windows (including window replacement) should be subject to moderate scrutiny if they
are visible from the public right-of-way, lenient scrutiny if they are not. For outstanding
resources, they should be subject to strict scrutiny. Addition of compatible exterior storm
windows should be encouraged, whether visible from the public right-of way or not.
Vinyl and aluminum windows (other than storm windows) should be discouraged.

The Commission also evaluates the evidence in light of generally accepted principles of historic
preservation, including the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines,
as noted in the Commission's adopted Executive Regulations. In particular Standards #2 and #5
are applicable in this case:

1.1



Standard 2: The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The
removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial
relationships that characterize the property will be avoided.

Standard 5: Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property shall be retained and preserved.

Based on this, the Commission finds that:

3720 Bradley Lane is a contributing resource in the Chevy Chase Village Historic
District. For this reason it is essential to preserve the historic character, including
the original material, of this resource and maintain its integrity.

2. The Chevy Chase Village Guidelines state that vinyl siding should be discouraged.

The concerns as to energy efficiency would not be addressed by the addition of a
layer of vinyl siding.

4. The concerns as to lead paint removal can be addressed by other methods that
would not require use of vinyl siding.

5. The wood siding, soffits, and window frames could be irreparably damaged by the
use of a vinyl covering.

6. The proposal for replacement and design modification constitutes changes that
specifically impair the existing architectural features that contribute to the historic
character of the contributing resource and the Chevy Chase Village Historic
District as a whole.

CONCLUSION:

The Commission was guided in its decision by Chapter 24A, by the Historic Preservation Policy
Guidelines in the Amendment to the Approved and Adopted Master Plan for Historic
Preservation in Montgomery County, Maryland: Chevy Chase Village Historic District, and by the
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation.

Based on the evidence in the record and the Commission's findings, as required by Section 24A-
8(a) of the Montgomery County Code, 1984, as amended, the Commission must deny the
application of Earle Silber, M.D. and Judith Silber for a Historic Area Work Permit (HAWP) to
cover the wood clapboard siding, wood window frames, and wood soffits with vinyl siding at '
3720 Bradley Lane in the Chevy Chase Village Historic District.
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If any party is aggrieved by the decision of the Commission, pursuant to Section 24A-70(h) of the
Montgomery County Code, an appeal may be filed within thirty (30) days with the Board of
Appeals, which will review the Commission's decision de novo. The Board of Appeals has full
and exclusive authority to hear and decide all appeals taken from the decision of the Commission.
The Board of Appeals has the authority to affirm, modify, or reverse the order or decision of the
Commission

Geork*Gusodlas, Chairpers n Date
Montgomery County
Historic Preservation Commission
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MEMORANDUM

MONTGOMERY COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PARK AND PLANNING

THE MARYLAND-NATIONAL CAPITAL
PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION

8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910-3760

DATE: 5~ ' 2 7— 17

TO: Local Advisory Panel/Town Government

FROM: Historic Preservation Section, M-NCPPC

Robin D. Ziek, Historic Preservation Planner
6~f(—Perry Kephart, Historic Preservation Planner

SUBJECT: Historic Area Work Permit Application - HPC Decision

The Historic Preservation Commission reviewed this project on—
A copy of the HPC decision is enclosed for your information.

Thank you for providing your comments to the HPC. Community involvement is a key
component of historic preservation in Montgomery County. If you have any questions, please do
not hesitate to call this office at (301) 563-3400.

G\wp\Iaphawp.ltr



ATTACHMENT A (continued): SILBER RESIDENCE

Leonard and Mary Baron (West side)
3800 Bradley Lane
Chevy-Chase, MD. 20815

Richard Paisner (Rear)
21 Quincy Street
Chevy Chase, MD. 20815

John and Libby Olson (Confronting side)
3719 Bradley Lane
Chevy Chase, MD. 20815
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PARK AND PLANNING

THE MARYLAND-NATIONAL CAPITAL.
PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION

8787 Georgia avenue 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910-3760 Date: —.-t&4 ~ -47 11-F2

MEMORANDUM

TO: Robert Hubbard, Director
Department of Permitting Services

FROM: Gwen Wright, Coordinator
Historic Preservation

SUBJECT: Historic Area Work Permit

The Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission has reviewed the attached
application for an Historic Area Work Permit. This application was:

Approved

Approved with Conditions:

Denied

and HPC Staff will review and stamp the construction drawings prior to the applicant's applying
for a building permit with DPS; and

THE BUILDING PERMIT FOR THIS PROJECT SHALL BE ISSUED CONDITIONAL UPON
ADHERENCE TO THE APPROVED HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT (HAWP).

Applicant: Vi, 'L,ALce 544& k ~~ 1-wDi rn S1~~8E~

Address: 'J q Zo ~Q any (Ai✓ES--

and subject to the general condition that, after issuance of the Montgomery County Department
of Permitting Services (DPS) permit, the applicant arrange for a field inspection by calling the
DPS Field Services Office at (301)217-6240 prior to commencement of worknod not more than
two weeks following completion of work.

C!p0ftr-V A%VPdpL"r



HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION

of

MONTGOMERY COUNTY

8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

301-563-3400

Case No. 35/13-99G Received April 7, 1999

Public Appearance May 12, 1999

Before the Montgomery County Historic Preservation Commission

Application of Earle Silber, M.D. & Judith Silber
3720 Bradley Lane, Chevy Chase

DECISION AND OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

Decision of the Commission: DENY the Applicant's proposal to cover the wood siding, window
frames and soffits with vinyl siding.

Commission Motion: At the May 12, 1999 meeting of the Historic Preservation Commission,
Commissioner Velasquez presented a motion to deny the application to
cover the existing wood siding, soffits, and window frames with vinyl
siding. Commissioner Watkins seconded the motion. Commissioners
Velasquez, Watkins, Eig, Kousoulas, and Breslin voted in favor of the
motion. Commissioners Trumble and Spurlock were absent. The motion
passed 5-0.

BACKGROUND:

The following terms are defined in Section 24A-2 of the Code:

Commission: The historic preservation commission of Montgomery County, Maryland.

Dir r: The director of the department of permitting services of Montgomery County,
Maryland or his designee.



Exterior features: The architectural style, design and general arrangement of the exterior
of an historic resource, including the color, nature and texture of building materials, and
the type and style of all windows, doors, light fixtures, signs or other similar items found
on or related to the exterior of an historic resource.

Historic District: A group of historic resources which are significant as a cohesive unit and
contribute to the historical, architectural, archeological or cultural values within the
Maryland-Washington Regional District and which has been so designated in the. master
plan for historic preservation.

Historic resource: A district, site, building, structure or object, including its appurtenances
and environmental setting, which is significant in national, state or local history,
architecture, archeology or culture.

On April 7, 1999, Earle and Judith Silber completed an application for a Historic Area Work
Permit (HAWP) to cover the wood siding, window frames, and soffits of the house at 3720
Bradley Lane with vinyl material.

3720 Bradley Lane is designated as a contributing resource in the Chevy Chase Village Historic
District, which was added to the Master Plan For Historic Preservation in 1998. The amendment
to the Master Plan for Historic Preservation creating the Chevy Chase Village Historic District
was also incorporated as an amendment to the 1990 Bethesda-Chevy Chase Master Plan, and as
an amendment to the General Plan for the Physical Development of the Maryland-Washington
Regional District within Montgomery County, Maryland.

The designation in the 1998 amendment lists the residence as:

Circa 1916-1927 Colonial Revival noted for its architectural significance.

A side-gabled, wood clapboard-clad residence with 8/8 windows and an asphalt roof.

Includes an outbuilding that is a contributing resource.

In the immediate vicinity and on the same side of Bradley Lane are a number of contributing
residences from the same period of construction as 3720 Bradley Lane (1916-1927), which are
also similar in design and scale, with a variety of original materials such as brick, wood, and
stucco used as cladding. These include 3706 Bradley Lane, 3708 Bradley Lane, and 3710
Bradley Lane.

The northern boundary of the Chevy Chase Village Historic District is delineated by Bradley
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Lane. This boundary line is strong both visually and historically as it correlates with the Chevy
Chase Land Company's platting of Section 2. There is a strong continuity of architecture and
landscaping within the district boundaries.

EVIDENCE IN THE RECORD:

A written staff recommendation on this case was prepared and sent to the Commission on May 5,
1999. At the May 12, 1999 HPC meeting, staff person Perry Kephart showed 35mm slides of the
site and presented an oral report on the staff recommendation. Staff recommended denial of the
proposed vinyl covering, as it was not consistent with the historic character of the Chevy Chase
Village Historic District, was not consistent with the Historic Preservation Policy Guidelines in
the designation amendment, and was not consistent with the criteria for approval in 24A-8.

Staffs specific concerns about the proposed use of vinyl siding that constituted reasons for denial
were:

The basic principles listed in the Chevy Chase Village Guidelines state that vinyl
and aluminum siding and windows should be discouraged.

2. The residence is a substantially intact example of the early 20' century Colonial
Revival Style that is predominantly identified with this historic district. Covering
of the major wood components of the front facade, including the window frames,
soffits, and siding would negatively impact the integrity of the historic resource.

3. The wood siding, window frames, and soffits are in good to excellent condition.

4. The concerns with regard to lead paint removal are clearly addressed in numerous
preservation publications. The addition of vinyl siding is not recommended as a
method of mitigating lead paint situations..

5. The addition of a layer of vinyl siding to increase the energy efficiency of a
structure and to make up for the lack of interior insulation is not a sufficient or
satisfactory remedy.

6. If there are problems with paint adherence, they are often symptomatic of moisture
barrier or insulation problems behind the outside cladding. Adding a layer of vinyl
would exacerbate the effect of these problems.

7. A physical examination of the siding revealed that the earlier painting work had not
been performed in a satisfactory manner in that the surfaces had not been
adequately prepared for additional paint coverage.



8. Covering wood siding with vinyl can cause irreparable damage to the historic
wood cladding if there is moisture trapped against the wood by the vinyl layer.

9. The avoidance of wood siding maintenance is not considered a justification for its
replacement. The covering of original cladding material simply because it requires
maintenance is counter to the principles of reasonable stewardship of historic
resources. Whenever possible, original materials should be retained or, if
deteriorated, should be replaced in kind.

10. In the basic policies for the historic district, preserving the integrity of the district
includes preserving the integrity of contributing structures in the district. Changes
to the front facade of the subject property would constitute a significant change to
the streetscape of which it is a part.

11. The subject property and the neighboring houses along the southern side of
Bradley Lane form the northern boundary line of the Chevy Chase Village Historic
District. The houses that are on the boundary line of the historic district should be
recognized as serving an important function due to their location at a point at
which a differentiation occurs between those houses that are in the designated area
and those that have not been designated as being of historical or architectural
significance. Loss of integrity in a boundary structure will erode the visual
integrity of the historic borders of the district.

Staff also pointed out that the applicants are to be commended for their concern that the historic
resource is to be properly maintained, but that the use of vinyl covering cannot be considered a
satisfactory maintenance practice and that other solutions to the maintenance situation are
available and that maintenance of the historic materials qualifies for tax credits from both the state
and local governments.

The applicants, Earle and Judith Silber, attended the May 12" HPC meeting.

Judith Silber testified that the house had been painted many times and that the preparation work
had been carefully done and the paint had not adhered properly. She said that experts had said
that there are no moisture problems. The integrity of the historic structure had, she indicated,
already been compromised by the addition of vinyl covering over some window frames, and by
the other changes to the structure, including a rear addition. Finally, she stated that a different
type of siding should be approved if the integrity of the original wood cladding had already been
compromised by the use of vinyl on some of the window frames.

Dr. Silber testified that economic issues must be taken into account. He pointed out that even tax
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credits would not be enough to offset the cost, which the architect had told him were reasonable.
He noted that the walls are not insulated at this time. He noted that they are applying to cover the
siding, not for its removal. He testified that they are active in their community and want to be
able to continue to reside at that house. In that regard, he asked that attention should be paid to
the emotional issue of human continuity that was affected by the economic aspects of this
application.

The Local Advisory Panel for the historic district was not present, but in their comments dated
April 28, 1999 indicated that they did not object to the staff recommendation for denial and added
that when original materials are not in good condition, certain types of artificial siding such as
fiber reinforced cement siding should be considered by the HPC. They also noted that energy
efficiency should be generally given greater weight in the review process.

Commissioner Velasquez said that she was concerned that the Chevy Chase Village Guidelines
had specifically said that vinyl siding was not recommended.

Commissioner Eig pointed out that vinyl and aluminum siding are not maintenance free over the
long term. She also noted that owning a wood-clad house simply means that one owns a house
that has to be painted.

Commissioner Watkins agreed with the previous remarks, agreed with the LAP comments, and
upheld the principles in the Guidelines. .

Commissioner Breslin sympathized with the need to address the issue of peeling paint, but agreed
with the historic district Guidelines and those of the Secretary of the Interior.

Commissioner Velasquez added that she could not support the use of vinyl siding. She indicated
that she felt that painting, a house every six years was not unreasonable.

Commissioner Kousoulas agreed with the comments of the other commissioners and added that
changing the basic siding of a historic resource was beyond anything that would be considered
appropriate. He also indicated that the commission does not have sufficient information to weigh
economic considerations and must approve or disapprove of an application on the basis of issues
relating to the historicity of the house.

CRITERIA FOR APPROVAL AND FINDINGS OF THE COMMISSION:

The criteria which the Commission must evaluate in determining whether to deny a Historic Area
Work Permit application are found in Section 24A-8(a) of the Montgomery County Code, 1984,
as amended.



Section 24A-8(a) provides that:

The Commission shall instruct the director to deny a permit if it finds, based on the
evidence and information presented to or before the commission that the alteration for
which the permit is sought would be inappropriate or inconsistent with, or detrimental to
the preservation enhancement or ultimate protection of the historic site, or historic
resource within an historic district, and to the purposes of this chapter.

In analyzing whether the criteria for issuance of a Historic Area Work Permit have been met, the
Commission also evaluates the evidence in the, record in light of the Historic Preservation Policy
Guidelines in the Amendment to the Approved and Adopted Master Plan for Historic
Preservation in Montgomery County. Maryland: Chevy Chase Village Historic District. In
particular Guidelines #2, #3, and #4 and Principles for Siding and Windows are applicable in this
case:

Guideline 2: Preserving the integrity of contributing structures in the district. Alterations
to contributing structures should be designed in such a way that the altered
structure still contributes to the district.

Guideline 3: Maintaining the variety of architectural styles and the tradition of
architectural excellence.

Guideline 4: Design review emphasis should be restricted to changes that will be visible
from the front or side public right-of-way, or that would be visible in the
absence of vegetation or landscaping.

Siding SidWg should be subject to moderate scrutiny if it is visible from the public right-of-way,
lenient scrutiny if it is not. Artificial siding on areas visible from the public right-of-way
should be discouraged where such materials would replace or damage original building
materials that are in good condition. Vinyl and aluminum siding should be discouraged.

in (including window replacement) should be subject to moderate scrutiny if they
are visible from the public right-of-way, lenient scrutiny if they are not. For outstanding
resources, they should be subject to strict scrutiny. Addition of compatible exterior storm
windows should be encouraged, whether visible from the public right-of way or not.
Vinyl and aluminum windows (other than storm windows) should be discouraged.

The Commission also evaluates the evidence in light of generally accepted principles of historic
preservation, including the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines,
as noted in the Commission's adopted Executive Regulations. In particular Standards #2 and #5
are applicable in this case:

C.1



Standard 2: The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The
removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial
relationships that characterize the property will be avoided.

Standard 5: Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property shall be retained and preserved.

Based on this, the Commission finds that:

1. 3720 Bradley Lane is a contributing resource in the Chevy Chase Village Historic
District. For this reason it is essential to preserve the historic character, including
the original material, of this resource and maintain its integrity.

2. The Chevy Chase Village Guidelines state that vinyl siding should be discouraged.

3. The concerns as to energy efficiency would not be addressed by the addition of a
layer of vinyl siding.

4. The concerns as to lead paint removal can be addressed by other methods that
would not require use of vinyl siding.

5. The wood siding, soffits, and window frames could be irreparably damaged by the
use of a vinyl covering.

6. The proposal for replacement and design modification constitutes changes that
specifically impair the existing architectural features that contribute to the historic
character of the contributing resource and the Chevy Chase Village Historic
District as a whole.

CONCLUSION:

The Commission was guided in its decision by Chapter 24A, by the Historic Preservation Policy
Guidelines in the Amendment to the Approved and Adopted Master Plan for Historic
Preservation in Montgomery County Maryland: Chevy Chase Village Historic District, and by the
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation.

Based on the evidence in the record and the Commission's findings, as required by Section 24A-
8(a) of the Montgomery County Code, 1984, as amended, the Commission must deny the
application of Earle Silber, M.D. and Judith Silber for a Historic Area Work Permit (HAWP) to
cover the wood clapboard siding, wood window frames, and wood soffits with vinyl siding at
3720 Bradley Lane in the Chevy Chase Village Historic District.
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If any party is aggrieved by the decision of the Commission, pursuant to Section 24A-70(h) of the
Montgomery County Code, an appeal may be filed within thirty (30) days with the Board of
Appeals, which will review the Commission's decision de nov . The Board of Appeals has full
and exclusive authority to hear and decide all appeals taken from the decision of the Commission.
The Board of Appeals has the authority to affirm, modify, or reverse the order or decision of the
Commission.

; . Z(0 -

GeorkAwrousodfas, Chairpers n Date
Montgomery County
Historic Preservation Commission



HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

Address: 3720 Bradley Lane, Chevy Chase

Resource: Chevy Chase Village Historic District

Case Number: 35/13-99G

Review: HAWP

Applicant: Earle Silber, MD & Judith Silber

Meeting Date: 05/12/99

Public Notice: 04/28/99

Report Date: 05/05/99

Tax Credit: None

Staff: Perry Kephart

PROPOSAL: Install Vinyl Siding over Wood Siding, Windows and Soffits.

RECOMMEND: Deny

DATE OF CONSTRUCTION: ca. 1,925

SIGNIFICANCE: Contributing Resource in Chevy Chase Village Historic District.

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION

The structure is a three bay, side-gable, Colonial Revival frame residence with 8/8
windows, wood cladding and composite shingle roofing (with a small skylight on the front roof
plane). The Federal Revival front door has a lattice-work portico added in 1989. Several of the
wood window frames are clad in vinyl. The one-bay, two-story side addition has a wall dormer on
the second level. The two car garage is from the same period as the historic resource.

PROPOSAL

The applicant proposes to cover the wood siding, soffits and window framing with vinyl
material.

STAFF DISCUSSION

The streetscape on the south side of Bradley Lane forms the northern boundary of the
Chevy Chase Village Historic District. The progression eastward from Connecticut Avenue from
two large properties (1 Quincy Street, 3810 Bradley Lane) is to a series of Revival Style houses
on smaller lots. The houses in the series were all built in the same era (before 1927, with the
exception of a non-contributing house that replaces an earlier building), and are tied together by
similar scale, material and design features. Two prevalent features are the two-story additions
with a wall dormer, and free-standing garages built at the same time as the houses. The use of the
same scale, but with individual interpretations of various Revival Styles (Tudor, Colonial, Federal,
Georgian), also adds to the cohesiveness of the streetscape. An important feature of the



streetscape that relates to this application is the-historic integrity of the properties and the
substantial amount of original material that remains in place.

The historic integrity of the property is, at this point, substantially intact. The replacement
of the slate roof with a textured composite shingle, the addition of a skylight, vinyl covering some
of the window frames, and the addition of a lattice portico are notable changes to the front facade,
but these changes could be reversed. Changes to the rear of the building generally do not affect
the contribution of a historic resource to the streetscape of a historic district. However, removal,
or replacement with a different material, of the major components of the front facade—windows,
door, shutters, siding—would be seriously problematic.

Proposed changes in the historic district must take into account the basic policies listed in
the Chevy Chase Village Guidelines:

Siding should be subject to moderate scrutiny if it is visible from the public right-
of-way, lenient scrutiny if it is not. Artificial siding on areas visible from the public
right-of-way should be discouraged where such materials would replace or damage
original building materials that are in good condition. Vinyl and aluminum siding
should be discouraged. (Italics and bolding added for emphasis.)

Windows (including window replacement) should be subject to moderate scrutiny
if they are visible from the public right-of-way, lenient scrutiny if they are not. For
outstanding resources, they should be subject to strict scrutiny. Addition of
compatible exterior storm windows should be encouraged, whether visible from
the public right-of way or not. Vinyl and aluminum windows (other than storm
windows) should be discouraged (Italics and bolding added for emphasis.)

As to concern expressed with regard to repainting, the methods for removal of lead paint
are addressed in numerous preservation publications, including the preservation brief attached to
this report. Avoidance of wood siding maintenance is generally not considered a justification for
replacement. The addition of vinyl siding is not a recommended method of mitigating lead paint
problems.

As to the interest in energy efficiency, the addition of one layer of almost any material can
be expected to add somewhat to the energy conservation for a structure. However, as much of
the energy loss is through the windows, adding one layer of vinyl to the walls would not provide
sufficient remedy to justify changing building materials. The addition of storm windows, if energy
conservation is a serious concern, would qualify for a historic preservation tax credit. If the walls
are not correctly insulated, there are more satisfactory solutions than the addition of a layer of
vinyl.

Paint problems are often symptomatic of moisture barrier or insulation problems behind
the outside cladding. Covering the wood siding with vinyl may cause irreparable damage to the
wood if moisture is trapped against the wood by the vinyl layer. Staff would recommend that the
reasons for the paint failure be more thoroughly investigated before covering the wood with either
paint or any other substance.



The applicants are to be commended for their concern that the historic resource be

properly maintained. The proposed use of vinyl cladding cannot be considered a satisfactory
solution. The staff would recommend that other solutions to the maintenance situation be

explored and are available to assist in investigating other possible methods of properly maintaining
the historic resource.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the Commission deny the HAWP application to install vinyl siding,

soffits and window frames at 3720 Bradley Lane, Chevy Chase. Staffs recommendation is

consistent with Chapter 24A-8(a):

The Commission shall instruct the director to deny a permit if it finds, based on the evidence and
information presented to or before the commission that the alteration for which the permit is sought would
be inappropriate or inconsistent with, or detrimental to the preservation, enhancement or ultimate
protection of the historic site, or historic resource within an historic district, and to the purposes of this
chapter.

and with the Chevy Chase Village District Guidelines basic policies to be adhered to:

Preserving the integrity of the Chevy Chase Village Historic District. Any alterations should, at a .
minimum, perpetuate the ability to perceive the sense of time and place portrayed by the district.

Preserving the integrity of contributing structures in the district. Alterations to contributing
structures should be designed in such a way that the altered structure still contributes to the district.

Vinyl and aluminum siding should be discouraged.

Vinyl and aluminum windows (other than storm windows) should be discouraged.

and Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation 42, and #5:

The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive
materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize the property will be
avoided.

Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.



Date: 4/28/99
Sender: "Bourke Tom" <bourket@wdni.com>
To: HPC fax <Private_User@wdni.com>, KEPHART, Wright, Ziek
cc: "Harwood Corbin" <Beanmb@aol.com>, "'Elliott Bob"' <bob-elliott c@worldnet.att.net>,

"'Stephens Betsy"' <bttephens@ibm.net>, "Schiro Jerry (CCV)" <ccv c@erols.com>, "'Feldman
Gail"' <Gaillvy@aol.com>, "Wellington Peter" <pwellington@steptoe.com>, "Bourke Tom"
<bourket@wdni.com>

Priority: Normal
Subject: LAP Comments on April 28 HAWPs

To: HPC Staff

From: Chevy Chase Village LAP

Please convey the following comments to the HPC at the April 28 hearing:

A. The LAP supports the staff's recommendations for approval at 100
Primrose and 20 West Kirke, and commends the staff for its appropriate
application of the Village Guidelines in regard to these projects.

B. The LAP does not object to.the staff's recommendation for denial at 3720
Bradley Lane, but offers the following additional comments. The Guidelines
recognize that certain types of artificial siding should be permitted,
particularly when the original building materials are not in good condition.

There are new products on the market, such as fiber-cement siding
(Hardie Board is one brand name), which should be considered by the HPC.
Given continuing improvements in technology, the LAP
intends to re-examine the issue of vinyl siding in connection with possible
revisions to the Guidelines. We also consider energy efficiency to be an
issue that should be given greater weight in the review process. Further,
we note an error in the heading of the staff's report, which states
"PROPOSAL: Replace Wood Siding . . . ." (emphasis added) As we understand
it, the applicant proposes to retain the wood siding, but to cover it with
vinyl siding. Insofar as this may be a change that could be reversed, it is
less of a threat to the historic integrity of the property. Finally, we
recommend that the applicant be fully informed of the significant tax
credits available for maintenance of the wood siding and other aspects of
the property.

Submitted by
Tom Bourke
Chairman



HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

Address: 3720 Bradley Lane, Chevy Chase

Resource: Chevy Chase Village Historic District

Case Number: 35/13-99G

Review: HAWP

Applicant: Earle Silber, MD & Judith Silber

Meeting Date: 05/12/99

Public Notice: 04/28/99

Report Date: 05/05/99

Tag Credit: None

Staff: Perry Kephart

PROPOSAL: Install Vinyl Siding over Wood Siding, Windows and Soffits.

RECOMMEND: Deny

DATE OF CONSTRUCTION: . ca. 1925

SIGNIFICANCE: Contributing Resource in Chevy Chase Village Historic District.

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION

The structure is a three bay, side-gable, Colonial Revival frame residence with 8/8
windows, wood cladding.-and composite shingle roofing (with a small skylight on the front roof
plane). The Federal Revival front door has a lattice-work portico added in 1989. Several of the
wood window frames are clad in vinyl. The one-bay, two-story side addition has a wall dormer on
the second level. The two car garage is from the same period as the historic resource.

PROPOSAL

The applicant proposes to cover the wood siding, soffits and window framing with vinyl
material.

STAFF DISCUSSION

The streetscape on the south side of Bradley Lane forms the northern boundary of the
Chevy Chase Village Historic District. The progression eastward from Connecticut Avenue from
two large properties (1 Quincy Street, 3810 Bradley Lane) is to a series of Revival Style houses
on smaller lots. The houses in the series were all built in the same era (before 1927, with the
exception of a non-contributing house that replaces an earlier building), and are tied together by
similar scale, material and design features. Two prevalent features are the two-story additions
with a wall dormer, and free-standing garages built at the same time as the houses. The use of the
same scale, but with individual interpretations of various Revival Styles (Tudor, Colonial, Federal,
Georgian), also adds to the cohesiveness of the streetscape. An important feature of the





streetscape that relates to this application is the historic integrity of the properties and the
substantial amount of original material that remains in place.

The historic integrity of the property is, at this point, substantially intact. The replacement
of the slate roof with a textured composite shingle, the addition of a skylight, vinyl covering some
of the window frames, and the addition of a lattice portico are notable changes to the front facade,
but these changes could be reversed. Changes to the rear of the building generally do not affect
the contribution of a historic resource to the streetscape of a historic district. However, removal,
or replacement with a different material, of the major components of the front facade—windows,
door, shutters, siding—would be seriously problematic.

Proposed changes in the historic district must take into account the basic policies listed in
the Chevy Chase Village Guidelines:

Siding should be subject to moderate scrutiny if it is visible from the public right-
of-way, lenient scrutiny if it is not. Artificial siding on areas visible from the public
right-of-way should be discouraged where such materials would replace or damage
original building materials that are in good condition. rinyl and aluminum siding
should be discouraged. (Italics and bolding added for emphasis.)

Windows (including window replacement) should be subject to moderate scrutiny
if they are visible from the public right-of-way, lenient scrutiny if they are not. For
outstanding resources, they should be subject to strict scrutiny. Addition of
compatible exterior storm windows should be encouraged, whether visible from
the public right-of way or not. Vinyl and aluminum windows (other than storm
windows) should be discouraged (Italics and bolding added for emphasis.)

As to concern expressed with regard to repainting, the methods for removal of lead paint
are addressed in numerous preservation publications, including the preservation brief attached to
this report. Avoidance of wood siding maintenance is generally not considered a justification for
replacement. The addition of vinyl siding is not a recommended method of mitigating lead paint
problems.

As to the interest in energy efficiency, the addition of one layer of almost any material can
be expected to add somewhat to the energy conservation for a structure. However, as much of
the energy loss is through the windows, adding one layer of vinyl to the walls would not provide
sufficient remedy to justify changing building materials. The addition of storm windows, if energy
conservation is a serious concern, would qualify for a historic preservation tax credit. If the walls
are not correctly insulated, there are more satisfactory solutions than the addition of a layer of
vinyl.

Paint problems are often symptomatic of moisture barrier or insulation problems behind
the outside cladding. Covering the wood siding with vinyl may cause irreparable damage to the
wood if moisture is trapped against the wood by the vinyl layer. Staff would recommend that the
reasons for the paint failure be more thoroughly investigated before covering the wood with either
paint or any other substance.





The applicants are to be commended for their concern that the historic resource be

properly maintained. The proposed use of vinyl cladding cannot be considered a satisfactory

solution. The staff would recommend that other solutions to the maintenance situation be

explored and are available to assist in investigating other possible methods of properly.maintaining
the historic resource.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the Commission deny the HAWP application to install vinyl siding,

soffits and window frames at 3720 Bradley Lane, Chevy Chase. Staffs recommendation is

consistent with Chapter 24A-8(a):

The Commission shall instruct the director to deny a permit if it finds, based on the evidence and
information presented to or before the commission that the alteration for which the permit is sought would
be inappropriate or inconsistent with, or detrimental to the preservation, enhancement or ultimate
protection of the historic site, or historic resource within an historic district, and to the purposes of this
chapter.

and with the Chevy Chase Village District Guidelines basic policies to be adhered to:

Preserving the integrity of the Chevy Chase Village Historic District. Any alterations should, at a
minimum, perpetuate the ability to perceive the sense of time and place portrayed by the district.

Preserving the integrity of contributing structures in the district. Alterations to contributing
structures should be designed in such a way that the altered structure still contributes to the district.

Vinyl and aluminum siding should be discouraged.

Vinyl and aluminum windows (other than storm windows) should be discouraged.

and Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation #2, and 45:

The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive
materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize the property will be
avoided.

Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.
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1. WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a. Description of existing structure(s) and environmental setting, including their historical features and significance:

,!Set--!Sen

b.b. General description of project and its effect on the historic resource(s), the environmental setting, and, where applicable, thehistoric district:

auua~f

2. SITE PLAN

Site and environmental setting, drawn to scale. You may use your plat. Your site plan must include:

a. the scale, north arrow, and date;

b. dimensions of all existing and proposed structures; and

c. site features such as walkways, driveways, fences, ponds, streams, trash dumpsters, mechanical equipment, and landscaping.

3. PLANS AND ELEVATIONS

You must submit 2 copies of plans and elevations in a format no larger than 11" x 17". Plans on 6 1/2" x 11" papei are preferred.

a. Schematic construction plans, with marked dimensions, indicating location, size and general type of walls, window and door openings, and other
fixed features of both the existing resource(s) and the proposed work.

b. Elevations (facades), with marked dimensions, clearly indicating proposed work in, relation to4xisting construction and, when appropriate, context.
All materials and fixtures proposed for the exterior must be noted on the elevations drawings. An existing and a proposed elevation drawing of each
facade affected by the proposed work is required.

4. MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS `~, 1'VZe Vl~ ll

General description of materials and manufactured items proposed for incorporation in the work of the project. This information may be included on your
design drawings.

5. PHOTOGRAPHS sec- Af aac `vwl'tf- (1,
a. Clearly labeled photographic prints of each facade of existing resource, including details of the affected portions. All labels should be placed on the

front of photographs.

0
b. Clearly label photographic prints of the resource as viewed from the public right-of-way and of the adjoining properties. All labels should be placed on

the front of photographs.



ATTACHMENT A (continued): SILBER RESIDENCE

Leonard and Mary Baron (West side)
3800 Bradley Lane
Chevy Chase, MD. 20815

Richard Paisner (Rear)
21 Quincy Street
Chevy Chase, MD. 20815

John and Libby Olson (Confronting side)
3719 Bradley Lane
Chevy Chase, MD. 20815
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APPLICATIO14 FOR.,.-.,.
HISTORIC AREA-WORK PERMIT

Contact Person: J .b I T+f S 1 L-8 C r_,

9 
Daytime Phone No.: 6:"35y)

Tax Account No.:

Name of Property 

Owner: 

E A 7~ LE ~S

I 

N L'8 f-7 K /14 •b 41~ ~Da~ytime Phone 

No.: 

3 Z'

Address: 7 Z ~t P L'LC
/

c) f~ !-~2d tev L- ~ F I 'lQ S2. I -1
/ 
%) . 2-6 8 l S

Street Number City 9taet Zip

/ 

Code

Contractorr: Al L D Phone No.:.

Contractor Registratign No.: Z. D

Agent for Owner: ~~G E E Daytime Phone No.:?14 6 3 / 7
T

LOCATION OF BUILDING/PREMISE

House Number:

Town/City: C— Q V C y C tz—(, e Nearest Cross Street &Pi Nl eLfl c c) ~- kV C r T roo ko ll e l~ ' d',

Lot: 23 Block: Subdivision: if hPVtj -l_l//%1 e S er iH nkl AM

Liber: Folio: Parcel:

PART ONE: TYPE OF PERMIT ACTION AND USE

1A. CHECK ALL APPLICABLE:

❑ Construct ❑ Extend M Alter/Renovate

❑ Move ❑ Install ❑ Wreck/Raze

❑ Revision ❑ Repair ❑ Revocable

1B. Construction cost estimate: $

CHECK ALL APPLICABLE:

❑ A/C ❑ Slab ❑ Room Addition ❑ Porch ❑ Deck ❑ Shed

❑ Solar ❑ Fireplace ❑ Woodburning Stove ❑ Single Family

❑ Fence/Wall (complete Section 4) Other. 

1 C. If this is a revision of a previously approved active permit, see Permit #

PART TWO: COMPLETE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADDITIONS

2A. Type of sewage disposal: 01 ❑ WSSC 02 ❑ Septic 03 ❑ Other:

2B. Type of water supply: 01 ❑ WSSC 02 ❑ Well 03 ❑ Other:

PART THREE: COMPLETE ONLY FOR FENCE/RETAINING WALL

3A. Height feet inches

3B. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:

❑ On party line/property line © Entirely on land of owner ❑ On public right of way/easement

I hereby certify that I have authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct, and that the construction will comply with plans
appr by all agencies ' te, a I hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.

Iii 2
Signature;of owner.or authorized agent Oaf

Approved: For Chairperson, Historic Preservation Commission

r1i r r rr i Sinn tor n t



ATTACHMENT A: SILBER RESIDENCE HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT APPLICATION

1. WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a. The original residence, built about 1930, sits on the northern border of the historic
district in Chevy Chase Village. Since 1930, two renovations have substantially altered its
exterior appearance. In 1968, a screened porch was enclosed and an addition constructed
to create a suite of rooms on the northeast corner of the first floor. In 1989, the property
underwent another major renovation. The outer bearing wall at the southwest corner was
moved to create additional interior space; a new deck was built across the entire south side
of the house; sliding glass doors replaced enclosed walls along the south wall and the rear
door was moved and redesigned. At the same time, lattice trellises were added to the rear
of the house and to the front entrance and the front roof line was altered with a skylight.
These additions, which are pleasing but do not conform to historic authenticity,
substantially changed the exterior of the house. In 1990, the slate roof was replaced with
synthetic asphalt shingles.

b. The existing siding has been painted many times over the years, initially with lead-based
paint. If it were to be painted again, it would require costly scraping and preparation. The
proposed project would cover the existing siding with a high grade of vinyl siding
manufactured by CertainTeed. The color proposed would be the same as the present color
of the house. It has been brought to our attention that many other houses in the historic
area have already been covered with vinyl siding. It is our opinion that the new siding will
not adversely effect the environment and will improve the exterior appearance of the house
which becomes unsightly periodically because of the frequent need to repaint (as often as
every six years). In future years, the new siding will substantially reduce our maintenance
costs. In addition, the siding will enhance the insulation of the house, making it more
energy efficient during the winter and summer. These anticipated lower maintenance costs
will make it possible for us to continue living in the house, which has been our residence
since 1958.

4. MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS

Monogram CertainTeed 4" smooth vinyl siding on exterior walls in the color called Natural
Clay; soffits and window frames in Colonial White.

7. ADDRESSES OF ADJACENT AND CONFRONTING PROPERTY OWNERS

Adjoining Property Owners:

Roland Olson (East side)
3718 Bradley Lane
Chevy Chase, MD. 20815
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3 ~7 PRESERVATION/ BRIEFS
Appropriate Methods for Reducing
Lead-Paint Hazards in Historic Housing

Sharon C. Park, AIA, and Douglas C. Hicks

U.S. Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Cultural Resources

Preservation assistance

Lead-based paint, a toxic material, was widely used in North
America on both the exteriors and interiors of buildings
until well into the second half of the twentieth century. if a
"historic" place is broadly defined in terms of time as having
attained an age of fifty nears, this means that almost every
historic hou>e contains some lead-based paint. In its
deteriorated form, it produces paint chips and lead-laden
dust particles that are a known health hazard to both
children and adults. Children are particularly at risk when
they ingest lead paint dust through direct hand-to-mouth

contact and from toys or pacifiers. Thev are also at risk
when they- che%~ lead-painted surfaces in accessible
locations. In addition to its presence in houses, leaded paint

chips, lead dust, or lead-contaminated soil in play areas can
elevate a child's blood lead level to a degree that measures
to reduce and control the hazard should be undertaken (see
Action Level Chart, page 6)

The premise of this Preservation Brief is that historic
housing can be made lead-safe for children without
removing significant decoroti%e features and finishes, or
architectural trimt%-ork that may contribute to the building's
historic character t gee fig. 1). Hrh ric housing —
encompassing private dwellings and all types of rental
units—is necessarily the focus of this Brief because federal
and state laws primarily address the hazards of lead and

Figure 1. A large-scale
hishnic rehabilitation
proiect incorporated
_en~itive lead-hazard
reduction measures.
Interior galls and
a•ood;rork were
cleaned, repaired, and
repainted and
compatible new floor
coverings added. The
total project a•as
econoinicallu sound
,unf undertaken in a
carefulnmmner that
prc, L ed the
building's historic
character. Photos:
Lnndruarks Design
associates.
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lead-based paint in housing and day-care centers to protect
the health of children under six years of age. Rarely are
there mandated requirements for the removal of lead-based
paint from non-residential buildings.

Ideally, most owners and managers should understand the
health hazards created by lead-based paint and voluntarily
control these hazards to protect young children. A stricter
approach has been taken by some state and federal funding
programs which have compliance requirements for
identifying the problem, notifying tenants, and, in some
cases, remedying lead hazards in housing (see Legislation
Sidebar, pg.15). With new rules being written, and new
products and approaches being developed, it is often
difficult to find systematic and balanced methodologies for
dealing with lead-based paint in historic properties.

This Preservation Brief is intended to serve as an
introduction to the complex issue of historic lead-based
paint and its management. It explains how to plan and
implement lead-hazard control measures to strike a balance
between preserving a historic building's significant

materials and features and protecting human health and
safety, as well as the environment. It is not meant to be a
"how-to guide" for undertaking the work. Such a short-cut
approach could easily result in creating a greater health
risk, if proper precautions were not taken. Home
renovators and construction workers should be aware that
serious health problems can be caused by coming into
contact with lead. For this reason, there are also laws to
protect workers on the job site (see Worker Safety Sidebar,
pg. -f). Controlling the amount of waste containing lead-
based paint residue will also reduce the impact on the
environment. All of these considerations must be weighed
against the goal of providing housing that is safe for
children.

Lead in Historic Paints

Lead compounds were an important component of many
historic paints. Lead, in the forms of lead carbonate and
lead oxides, had excellent adhesion, drying, and covering
abilities. White lead, linseed oil, and inorganic pigments
were the basic components for paint in the 18th, 19th, and
early 20th centuries. Lead-based paint was used
extensively on wooden exteriors and interior trimwork,
window sash, window frames, baseboards, wainscoting,
doors, frames, and high gloss wall surfaces such as those
found in kitchens and bathrooms. Almost all painted
metals were primed with red lead or painted with lead-
based paints. Fyen milk (casein) and water-based paints
(distemper and calcimines) could contain some lead,
usually in the form of hiding agents or pigments.
Varnishes sometimes contained lead. Lead compounds
were also used as driers in paint and window glazing
putty.

In 1978, the use of lead-based paint in residential housing
was banned by the federal government. Because the
hazards have been known for some time, manv lead
components of paint were replaced by titanium and other
less toxic elements earlier in the 20th century. Since houses
are periodically repainted, the most recent laver of paint
will most likely not contain lead, but the older lavers
underneath probably will. Therefore, the only wav to
accurately determine the amount of lead present in older
paint is to have it analyzed.

it is important that ov,-ners of historic properties be aware
that layers of older paint can reveal a great deal about the
history of a building and that paint chronology is often
used to date alterations or to document decorative period
colors (see figs. 2, 3). Highly significant decorative finishes,
~uch as -raining, marbleizing, stenciling, polychrome
decoration, and murals shuuld be evaluated by a painting
conservator to develop the appropriate preservation
tre•atn1C11t that will stabilize the paint and eliminate the
need to remove it. if such finishes must be removed in the
process of controlling lead hazards, then research, paint
analysis, and documentation are advisable as a record for
future research and treatment.

-. 1 paint , t;rou,,l,gv of this nttrrttel, seen in the exprse:1 paint
,•r" .. :t it had been relocated frwn another room of

To '(WI,Tra ri,'llltiiil)It feature s pairttItistoryand the
u, c , .., original 401u,•ncc Ot cn4rr by strippirtS off all the ; aiw is

r, t; .....t'e — arr,I unrrcccs aril —es Bart of it lead hazard red:retiort
:10-NI e pnFa ration atO repainting with lead-rree top

i, cconnncrnfcl. Phoh,:N, PS  Files.

[—.&I

Figurc3. tiiSni i .:ra
architectural feathtre s and
their firrislres shotd,f not be
renur•ed dunrig .t ̂ roject
incorporating leaf ;:azard
controls. If the Ilea rative
stencillitig aboz,e•, or hand
grait:ed•doors bolo:,. or
paitttetf rrttrrals rte,% repair,
then it paint cortscr;•ator
slwuld be untsuL`,a. Once
loose paint is anrsoli,lated
or otherwise >tal•tli_cd, a
clear finish or othc-
reversible clear ;,n'rertiZtC
surface or coatm -an be
added to areas subicc t to
impact or abrasu n.
Photos: NPti
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Planning for Lead Hazard Reduction in

Historic Housing

Typical health department guidelines call for removing as
much of the surfaces that contain lead-based paint as
possible. T!ri; III extensir-c It+;: or 1110diric.1tiotl of
t I YJI ifiif it !.l tetlt IIri; MItI fit  i4lt; 41!11'1 I; 11"t.70f+r ,' elate for inost

Iii;torir Irropertic; (see fig. 4). A great number of federally-
ossistrd housingprograms are rowing a% av from this
approach as too expensive and too dangerous to the
immediate work environment. A preferred approach,
consistent with The Secretary/ of dn' hitcrior"s Standards -for the
Tn rtillilrt 11i Historic Propertic;, calls for removing,
controlling, or managing the hazards rather than
%\•holesale—or even partial—removal of the historic features
and finishes (fib;. ;). This is generally achieved through
careful cleaning and treatment of deteriorating paint,
friction <urfaces, surfaces accessible to vowlo children, and
leod in soil Isee figs. 6, 7). Lead-based paint that it not
causing a hazard is thus permitted to remain, and, in
consequence, the amount of historic finishes, features and
trine ork removed from a property is minimized.

Because the hazard of lead poisoning is tied to the risk of
ingesting lead, careful planning can help to determine how

Before

After

1 ':1' .u+,n 11 M"t!nal 'or altrt ; lr.r.! "I". , *III nt titrough
rr.:,! rr1,t 011-1~t01., ;r .: ..iIM.;I.t• Y, K1-Ir:l!vlihIttoIt.

.111 till' lu>tl,rri trim. !,a-1 r :cf, a :.t :!ri tranamt ,core
:nnt 1> lrad-"rr .. .,, hiin :i,'crlt/

!'. 'ho't' a ,unrLr, !;,- ,:! lilacof lhntoric
o .` Ir.t.l -w_,u:l iouhrl .. \TS File;.

much risk is present and how best to allocate available
financial resources. An owner, with professional assistance,
can protect a historic resource and make it lead-safe using
this three-step planning process:

I. Identify the historical significance of the building and
architectural character of its features and finishes;

It. Undertake a risk assessment of interior and exterior
surfaces to determine the hazards from lead and lead-
based paint; and,

111. Evaluate the options for lead hazard control in the
context of historic preservation standards.

I. Identify the historical significance of the building
and architectural character of its features and
finishes

The historical significance, integrity. and architectural
character of the building always need to be assessed before
work is undertaken that might aciverseiv affect them. An
owner may need to enlist the help of a preservation
architect, building conservator or historian. The State
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) may be able to provide
a list of knowledgeable preservation professionals who
could assist with this evaluation.

Before

low
ta:►

MF

After

Fi•;uri ~ L~hcuiu;t, ., ..ternns.rri ~c:ai•,..:.,..: t: ,~l,o ~t(,I<'ty
rcrrrn;i :~:i ofte'rntw; <. -t.urii, 411'1!1 a~ .trv~ ,.+.f :+dutL ;rithuut

the Fcaturc> hr alto LW;r ti:i:,,rf;- cfalu. L .utd the trim
and (.in : aucJ> .ccrc !4tl or lyrDtr . a :d'~trdti Ntirt

Photo: Lt+:_:,n.rrk: Dc~ig'r l,• __,. -
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Worker Safety

Current worker safety
standards were
established by OSHA's
29 CFR Part 1926, Lead
Exposure in
Construction; Interim
Final Rule, which
became effective June 3,
1993. These standards
base levels of worker
protection on exposure
to airborne lead dust. Lozv-level heat guns can be used to

They are primarily remove lead-based paint from
significant historic -,vindorvs and

targeted to persons trimucork, but a worker exposed to
working within the lead dust over an extended period of
construction industry, time in list be protected from the
but apply to any hazards created during the process of

workers ~. ho are paint remor,al. Photo: Williamsport
Preservation Training Center.

exposed to lead dust for
longer than a specific amount of time and duration. The
Interim Final Rule establishes an action level of 30
micrograms of lead dust per cubic meter of air (30
ug/m-) based on an eight hour, time-weighted average,
as the level at which employers must initiate compliance
activities; and it also establishes 50 ttg/m' of lead dust as
the permitted exposure level (PEL) for workers.

The standard identifies responsibilities before, during,
and after the actual abatement activity necessary to
protect the worker. Before the project begins, it requires
an exposure assessment, a written compliance plan,
initial medical surveillance, and training. The exposure
assessment determines whether a .worker may be
exposed to lead. .OSHA has identified a number of work
tasks expected to produce dust levels between 50 and
300 ug/m' of air, including manual demolition, manual
scraping, manual sanding, heat gun applications,
general cleanup, and po%ver tool use when the power
tool is equipped with a dust collection system. It is an
OSHA requirement that, at a minimum, a HEPA filtered
half-face respirator with a protection factor of 10 be used
for these operations. Initial blood lead level (BLL) base
lines are established for each worker. Actual dust levels
are monitored by air sampling of representative work
activities, generally by an industrial hygienist or an
environmental monitoring firm. Protective equipment is
determined by the dust level. For all workers exposed
at, or above, the action level for over 30 days in a 12-
month period, BLLs are tested on a regular basis of
every 2 months for the first 6 months and every 6
months thereafter. After completing a project,
maintenance, medical surveillance, and recordkeeping
responsibilities continue.

HEPA vacuums, HEPA respirators, and HEPA filters,
which substantially reduce exposure to lead dust, are
available through laboratory safety and supply catalogs
and vendors.

Copies of 29 CFR Part ly2b, Lead Exposure in
Construction: Interim Final Rule, are available from the
Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, or may be found in anv library with a
current edtion of the Code of Federal Regulation (CFR).

Features and finishes of ,i historic buildin" that exhibit
distinctive characteristics of an architectural style; represent
work by specialized craftsmen; or possess high artistic
value should be identified so the can be protected and
preserved during treatment. When it is absolutely

necessary to remove i si,,nificant art iiitectiiraI feature or
finish—as noted in the first two priorities listed below—it
should be replaced With a neW feature and finish that
matches in design, detail, color, texture, and, in most cases,
material.

Figure ti. Deterit,,.rang
operable ivindoct-_- ,,,ten
contribute to lead .iu>t in a
house. Peeling pra:::nnl
small particles trout .rl,raded
surfaces collect b::c-ndoze
troughs or sills an.,; arc then
carried inside fro .ri.
carrents, settling ; 
When the lead do<: -nixes
with regular lfouse Just. ;t
cart easiltl be ingt,sted hv,r
child through han,.i 'a
moutlf contad. Ir:::ornt,s
with small childre door<
and other surfaa~: 4:euld I
kf•!ft as clean osir•-'4&lc n
amid lead currhrrricdtmn.

Figunc-. Clral::c;
exterior paint
dan~erou< Icad le-.-c!'• :n
soil around a hoe,-c. L,.r,l
Ir LTls are usuallu a~ :e.t
in the one foot a.t.K .ut;r
adjacent to tilt, i'laldhfiz
fimrldatiorl. 1n t;:e d,C<
theesistirlg sail -.,:ddr,
replaced ;c'ifll ne:t• =,ni rr
<od. This i< p in%:darhr
inrpnrtanf
srrrall pct< plan a:
irn:anrurdted ur•c::- ..
inadr'rrtenthr tr:rC; :~:,~
dirt trrvde.

Finally, features and firm hem that cImracteria' simple,
vernacular buiklin"s should be rct,iinrd and preserved; in
the process of renlM in" hacards. there ,ire a<u,111V
reasonable options for their proti,~ction. 1\ holesale removal
of historic trim, and lthrr 1L.•cmin1k IL'>, import,int historic
material, Undermine, .r huildi]14' ,ON L-T,111 ch,i;",ictcr mid
integrity and, thus, is r,r\ (T r~tonun 'n is i.

For each historic propert%. t ',rturc ill in .i,,nificance.
As part of a surge% of r, h lll,tLICI pr(1perh fiure ti), a
list of priorities should i'L' MAIL', in thi' order

• Hrghhl>l "'111t'1allf ti}Itlfll'"ln:i 4 -fillet ell k'trrl>
bF protected

• iriunit r<<Nn•,•, .n+J 'n;r~l:r~ ; r,r! ~irrvlhl ...la•hfliu
repaired or. itn:',,',.,nrr rrl.e,, ,r,r,l ^Irrtf"jl ,111
vislial ylurlitics: ;rrsl

• Vat-sitni~ic,rut,r.11t. ~. .~ .., ~ ~ .:.. 'l;;a
cltilosurr, or rrpl,r„

This hierarchy give ,nr , x% ir r ,t : , rkin ~4tr id, c- tar makin-
decisions about approrl1,rt. nl,'titod, of lV1110\ :n,' lead
paint.
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Figure 8. Asti rz,etl  of the property trill help establish priorities for treatment based on its historical significance and pliysical condition. In this 1878 plank
horse, the originaf interlocking planks, corner details, projecting rafter tails, and original toindoa,s sere considered higid y significant features and mere
carefully :tripped of failing paint using chemical poultices and HEPA sanding, then repainted. The less significant, Nut character-defining, painted porch
flooring aus replaced in ne-ie, but matching material. The non-historic porch screening eras rentowd entirely. Photo before: Brtlai Blundell; Photo after:
Deborah Birch.

II. Undertake a risk assessment of interior and
exterior surfaces to determine hazards from lead
and lead-based paint.

While it can be assumed that most historic housing contains
lead-based paint, it cannot be assumed that it is causing a
health risk and should be removed. The purpose of a risk
assessment is to determine, through testing and evaluation,

where hazards from lead warrant remedial action (see fig. 9).
Testin' by a specialist can be done on paint, soil, or lead dust
either on-site or in a laboratory using methods such as x-ray
fluorescence (XRF) analyzers, chemicals, dust wipe tests, and
atomic absorption spectroscopy. Risk assessments can be
fairly low cost investigations of the location, condition, and
severity of lead hazards found in house dust, soil, water,
and deteriorating paint. Risk assessments will also address
other Sources of lead from hobbies, crockerv, water, and the
parents' work environment. A public health office should
be able to provide names of certified risk assessors, paint

b

inspectors, and testing laboratories. These services are
critical when owners are seeking to implement measures to
reduce suspected lead hazards in housing, day-care centers,
or when extensive rehabilitations are planned.

The risk assessment should record:

• the paint's location

• the paint'; condition

• lead ioattt,ttt of paint and soil

• the hype of surface (friction; accessible to children for
cht,cing; impact)

• hozc much lead dust is active)tl prc;crat

• ho.a• the fnitilay u.es nand care< by the house

• the ;lge of tilt, occupant; u•llo nri,'ht earner iarhr Contact With
lead paint.

Fi,rur 1t. .1 ,ti'n'ht of tcstiu,~: mctimds are used to establish ho;r ranch lend is in paint and shere this paint is located: a home test kit (a) is a good screening
de:•a'e to ,leterwin" it icta! is present, hit it Jrould not be relied upon exdasivehi, aar X-rav Fluorescence machine or scaincr ab,. used by a licensed
protr<aonal. dct< mares. ;crthout ati-sturhm,~ the surface, if Icad is present in tinderlging layers of paint: arnt a dust %%-ipe test is t, sent to a hrhoratory for
pnrtcvan;,, can he rased as either a Clearance test, once cork is completed, or as a monitorint Jt—ice to determine if leant dra<t is present on surfaces. Paint
chips c,nr also he <ent hr a Laboratory for analysis to determine fire exact amount of lead by tccl:cht ill a sample.



ACTION LEVELS

Readers should become familiar with terminology and basic
levels that trigger concern and/or action. Check with the
appropriate authorities if you have questions and to verify
applicable action levels which may change over time.

Blood lead levels: Generally from drawn blood and not a finger
stick test which can be unreliable. Units are measured in
micrograms per deciliter (ug/dl) and reflect the 1995 standards
from the Centers for Disease Control:

Children: 10 ug/dl; level of concern; find source of lead

15 ug/dl and above; intervention, counseling,

medical monitoring.

20 ug/dl and above; medical treatment
Adults: 25 ug/dl; level of concern; find source of lead

50 ug/dl ; OSHA standard for medical removal from

the worksite

Lead in paint: Differing methods report results in differing units.
Lead is considered a potential hazard if above the follozving levels,
but can be a hazard at lower levels, if improperly handled. These
are the current numbers as identified by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (1995).

Lab analvsis of samples:

5,000 milligram per kilogram (mg/kg) or 5,000 parts per
million (ppm), or

0.51"~ lead by weight.

XRF reading: in milligram per centimeter squared

I mg/cm=

lead dust wipe test: in micrograms per square foot

Floors 100 ug/ft

Window sills 500 ug/ftL
Window troughs 800 ug/ft'-

Lead in soil: high contact bare play areas, listed as parts per million
(ppm):

concern: 100 ppm

interim control 2,000 ppm

hazard abatement 5,000 ppm

It is important from a health standpoint that future tenants,
painters, and construction workers know that lead-based
paint is present, even under treated surfaces, in order to
take precautions when work is undertaken in areas that will
generate lead dust. Whenever mitigation work is
completed, it is important to have a clearance test using the
dust wipe method to ensure that lead-laden dust generated
during the work does not remain at levels above those
established by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
and the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) (see Action Levels Chart, above). A building file
should be maintained and updated whenever any
additional lead hazard control work is completed.

Hazards should be removed, mitigated, or managed in the
order of their health threat, as identified in a risk
assessment (with 1. the greatest risk and 8. the least
dangerous):

1. Peeling, chipping, flaking, and chewed interior lead-
based paint and surfaces

2. Lead dust on interior surfaces

3. High lead in soil levels around the house and in play
areas (check state requirements)

4. Deteriorated exterior painted surfaces and features

5. Friction surfaces subject to abrasion (windows, doors,
painted floors)

6. Accessible, chewable surfaces (sills, rails) if small
children are present

7. Impact surfaces (baseboards and door jambs)

8. Other interior surfaces showing age or deterioration
(walls and ceilings)

III. Evaluate options for hazard control in the context
of historic preservation standards.

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties—established principles used to evaluate
work that may impact the integrity and significance of
[National Register properties—can help guide suitable health
control methods. The preservation standards call for the
protection of historic materials and historic character of
buildings through stabilization, conservation, maintenance,
and repair. The rehabilitation standards call for the repair of
historic materials with replacement of a character-defining
feature appropriate only when its deterioration or damage is
so extensive that repair is infeasible. From a preservation
standpoint, selecting a hazard control method that removes
only the deteriorating paint, or that involves some degree of
repair, is always preferable to the total replacement of a
historic feature.

By tying the remedial work to the areas of risk, it is possible to
limit the amount of intrusive work on delicate or aging
features of a building without jeopardizing the health and
safety of the occupants. To make historic housing lead-safe,
the gentlest method possible should be used to remove the
offending substance—lead-laden dust, visible paint chips,
lead in soil, or extensively deteriorated paint. Overly
aggressive abatement may damage or destroy much more
historic material than is necessary to remove lead paint, such
as abrading historic surfaces. Another reason for targeting
paint removal is to limit the amount of lead dust on the work
site. This, in turn, helps avoid expensive worker protection,
cleanup, and disposal of larger amounts of hazardous waste.

Whenever extensive amounts of lead must be removed
from a property, or when methods of removing toxic
substances will impact the environment, it is extremely
important that the owner be aware of the issues
surrounding worker safety, environmental controls, and
proper disposal (see fig. 10, M. Appropriate architectural,
engineering and environmental professionals should be
consulted when lead hazard projects are complex.

Following are brief explanations of the two approaches for
controlling lead hazards, once they have been identified as
a risk. These controls are recommended by the Department
of Housing and Urban Development in Guidelines for the
Evaluation and Control of Lead-Paint Hazards in Housing, and
are summarized here to focus on the special considerations
for historic housing:

Interim Controls: Short-term solutions include thorough
dust removal; thorough washdown and clean-up of
exposed surfaces; paint film stabilization and repainting;
covering of lead-contaminated soil; and making tenants
aware of lead hazards. Interim controls.require ongoing
maintenance and evaluation.
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Figure 10. The choice of
paint removal method will
trigger nirious
environmental controls
and worker protection.
The chemical poultice-
type paint remover uses a
paper baCking that keeps
the lead .caste contained
for proper disposal. The
worker is adequately
protected by it suit and
gloves; for this work a
respirator was not
required. Local laws
required containment and
neutralization of any
after-wash water run off.
Photo: MPS Files.
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'I 
r'Vected life of 2_0 years or more, and involve
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nicthod will always be the least
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;hr l` ' :-11 :ircum>tonces outlined in the three-step

process. An inverted triangle (see fig. 12) shows the
greatest number of residential projects fall well within the
"interim controls" section. Most housing can be made safe
for children using these sensitive treatments, particularly if
no renovation work is anticipated. Next, where owners
may have less control over the care and upkeep of housing
and rental units, more aggressive means of removing
hazards may be needed. Finally, large-scale projects to
rehabilitate housing or convert non-residential buildings to
housing may successfully incorporate "hazard abatement"
as a part of the overall work.

Appropriate Methods for Controlling
Lead Hazards

In selecting appropriate methods for controlling lead
hazards, it is important to refer to Step I. of the survey
where architecturally significant features and finishes are
identified and need to be preserved. Work activities will
vary according to hazard abatement needs; for example,
while an interim control would be used to stabilize paint on
most trimwork, an accessible window sill might need to be
stripped prior to repainting. Since paint on a window sill is
usually not a significant finish, such work would be
appropriate. Other appropriate methods for controlling
lead hazards are summarized in the accompanying chart
(see fig. 13).

The method selected for removing or controlling the
hazards has a direct bearing on the type of worker
protection as well as the type of disposal needed, if waste is
determined to be hazardous (see fig. 14). Following are

Managing or Removing Lead
in Historic Housing

Housekeeping
Maintenance

Interim 
oust Control

Controls - Paint Stabilization

Education/Awareness

Soil/Replanting

Paint Removal

Hazard Selective Substrate Removal

Abatement Surface Enclosure/Encapsulation

Soil Replacement

Figure 13. An inverted triangle makes the point that most of the nation's
housing can be made lead-sate using interim control methods, such as
dust control, paint stabili`atior. and good housekeeping. Shaded from
light to dark, the lighter interim controls will generally not harm the
historic materials. The darker, more aggressive controls, can be
implemented with rehabilitation projects where paint removal, selective
replacement of deteriorated elements, and encapsulation or enclosure are
incorporated into other work.



MANAGING OR REMOVING LEAD-BASED PAINT IN HISTORIC BUILDINGS

Interim solutions, the preferred approach, include a combination of the following:

General maintenance Dust control Paint stabilization Soil treatment Tenant education

Repair deteriorated Damp mop floor; wet Wet-sand loose paint Add bark mulch, sod or Notify tenants and
materials; broom sweep porches and repaint; topsoil to bare dirt areas workers as to the

and steps; with high lead levels; location of lead-based
Control leaks; Keep topcoats of paint paint;

Damp dust window sills in good condition; Discourage children
Maintain exterior roofs, and window troughs; from playing in these Instruct tenants to keep
siding, etc. to keep Selectively remove paint areas by providing sand property clean;
moisture out of building; Washdown painted from friction & chewable box or other safe areas;

surfaces periodically surfaces (sills) and Instruct tenants to notify
Perform emergency (use tri-sodium repaint; Do not plant vegetable owner or manager when
repairs quickly if lead- phosphate or garden in areas with repairs are necessary;
based paint is exposed; equivalent, if Use good quality latex, lead in soil;

necessary); latex acrylic or oil/ alkyd Provide tenants with
Maintain building file paints compatible with Be careful that pets do health department
with lead test data and Clean or vacuum existing paint; not track contaminated pamphlets on the
reports, receipts or carpets regularly (use soil inside house. hazards of lead-based
invoices on completed HEPA vacuum if lead Consider more durable paint.
lead mitigation work. dust returns); encapsulating paints

and wall lining systems
Undertake periodic if necessary.
inspection with annual
dust wipe tests.

Hazard abatement removes the hazard - not necessarily all the paint or the feature, and may include:

Paint removal Paint Encapsulation Replace deteriorated Soil treatment Compliance
Enclosure elements

Remove deteriorated Remove contaminated Be aware of all federal,
paint or paint on friction, Consider encapsulating Remove, only when soil around foundation state and local laws
chewable, or impact paints with 20 years necessary, seriously to a depth of 3" and regarding lead-based
surfaces to sound layer, warranty to seal-in older deteriorated painted replace with new soil paint abatement,
repaint; paint; or use in elements such as and appropriate planting environmental controls

combination with wall windows, doors, and material or paving; and worker safety;
Consider using the liners to stabilize plaster trimwork. Replace with
gentlest means possible wall surfaces prior to new elements that If site is highly Dispose of all hazardous
to remove paint to avoid repainting; match the historic in contaminated from other waste according to
damage to substrate: appearance, detailing, lead sources (smelter, applicable laws;
wet sanding, low level Seal lead-based painted and materials, when sandblasted water tank)
heat guns, chemical surfaces behind rigid possible; consult an Be aware that methods
strippers, or HEPA enclosures, such as environmental specialist to remove lead-based
sanding; drywall, or use luan or Replace component as well as a landscape paint can cause differing

plywood with new element of a friction architect; amounts of lead dust
Send easily removable coverings over surface (parting bead or which can be dangerous
items (shutters, doors) previously painted stops of windows) or of Do not alter a significant to workers and residents.
off-site for paint floors; impact surfaces (shoe historic landscape
stripping, then reinstall moldings) with new
and paint. Use rubber stair treads elements.

on painted steps.

Fi•lurc• I.i Thi: chart indicah- thr wide• zwrwhl of troitr11errt; that 0111 IT u;cd to 00110,01 ,v c'limirtrrti Iced-1,11se l point hrr_rtrrl For historic buildings, the
lca<t i11rl;i~r 11rethod slavld 1'r used tr cn11h'ol the hazard; iderrtitied durilrg a risk Its;i;;r11int 1)141 'Ire :/roa'rr in the lislrtcr ;h,rdc•d portion (It the chart. The
dlrkcr portion; 41ow the nrorc miv;i,v hd_,tnl control 11rc'tho,t; which 11111st N. c-111-C irllu u11lrlrrnrntrd to c11;urc that ,t'heln';'er/ro;;rhlc. ;uv ,I ric nteh'rwl; ire
proh,cted. Tlrc• tohil ahah-rrrrrrt cat all all r3l,'< i; ndt rc icurrnrrrnfcti tol hi;torii I'rc'lurc it cart 11111111{e Iti;tnrii irrlh•ri1d; and Jr;hn1 the c•ridenc of
earl v point iAor; lnd bnwrirtg. Prcpocd hit ~harn11 C. N k. AL t.
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IMPACT OF VARIOUS PAINT REMOVAUABATEMENT TECHNIQUES

REMOVAL IMPACT ON LEAD DUST IMPACT ON IMPACT ON
METHOD MATERIALS GENERATED WORKER ENVIRONMENT

Wet scraping; wet Low: Low: Low: Low-medium:
sanding; repainting Gentle to substrate; Misting surfaces No special protection for Debris often general

feather edges to obtain reduces lead dust respiration, but wash waste; check disposal
smooth paint surface before eating, drinking, requirements

etc.

Heat gun; paint removal Low: Medium: Medium: Medium:
w/ scrapers Gentle to substrate Flicking softened paint Respirator w/HEPA Lead-paint sludge is
< 450°F does create airborne filters usually required . hazardous waste

lead dust

Chemical stripping Low to Medium: Low: Low: Medium:
on-site; use liquid or Avoid damage to wood Chemicals are moist For lead dust; for Lead residue
poultice; avoid texture/grain with long and reduce lead dust volatile chemicals may hazardous; off/rinse
methylene chloride dwell time require solvent filter must be filtered or

mask contained

Controlled HEPA Low to Medium: Medium to High: Medium to High: Medium to High:
sanding; primarily for Avoid gouging wooden Worker must know how Requires respirator with Paint debris is
wooden surfaces; surfaces: good for to use equipment HEPA filter and possibly hazardous and must be
sander uses HEPA feathering edges containment of area contained in drums for
vacuum shroud disposal

Dry Abrasives on cast Low to Medium: Generally High: High; Medium to High:
iron; CO2, walnut shells, Substrate must be Large volume of Generally requires Increased volume of
needle gun removal; durable and in good paint chips fall freely full suiting, hazardous waste if
can use vacuum condition: not for soft or unless there is a respirators and abrasive is added to
shrouds porous materials vacuum shroud containment, even if lead debris

vacuum shroud used

Chemical stripping .'~": Medium to High: Usually low: Low: Low to Medium:
off-site; cold tank . ,;r4 Elements can be Take care when Take care when Stripping contractor
reduces ungluing =' damaged during removing elements to washing up to responsible for
Caused by hot tank_`-. removal or in tank minimize lead-laden remove dust; wash disposal

dust clothes separately

Feature or sutisfrate ti High: Usually low: Worker Usually low: Varies: Must do a
removal and;? Loss of feature is exposure can be high Varies with lead dust TCLP leach test to
replacement: irretrievable; Avoid if element hazardous generated; use air determine if debris

wholesale removal of due to high amounts monitors and wet can go to landfill or
significant elements of lead-based paint mist area is hazardous waste„ .w.,.

Figurc 14. Thts chart shows how the impact of lead hazard control work can impact a property. The paint or hazard removal methods, shaded from light to
dank, .ire li~tcd fnnn low to medimn to high impact on historic material.. Each method will generate varying amounts of lead dust and hazardous materials;
the i,npa( t on workcr~4 and the environnient will thus vary accordingly. This information gives a general overview and is not a Substitute for careful air
mi1nitiving dlhl <<Imldiance with ,corker protection as established by OSHA regulations, and the proper handlingldisposal ofhazardous waste. Prepared by
5harrn C. Park. .41.4.



examples of appropriate methods to use to control lead
hazards within an historic preservation context.

Historic Interiors (deteriorating paint and chewed
surfaces). Whenever lead-based paint (or lead-free paint
covering older painted surfaces) begins to peel, chip, craze,
or otherwise comes loose, it should be removed to a sound
substrate and the surface repainted. If children are present
and there is evidence of painted surfaces that have been
chewed, such as a window sill, then these surfaces should
be stripped to bare wood and repainted. The removal of
peeling, flaking, chalking, and deteriorating paint may be of
a small scale and undertaken by the owner, or may be
extensive enough to require a paint contractor. In either
case, care must be taken to avoid spreading lead dust
throughout the dwelling unit. If the paint failure is
extensive and the dwelling unit requires more permanent
hazard removal, then an abatement contractor should be
considered. Many states are now requiring that this work
be undertaken by specially trained and certified workers.

If an owner undertakes interim controls, it would be
advisable to receive specialized training in handling lead-
based paint. Such training emphasizes isolating the area,
putting plastic sheeting down to catch debris, turning off
mechanical systems, taping registers closed, and taking
precautions to clean up prior to handling food. Work
clothes should be washed separately from regular family
laundry. The preferred method for removing flaking paint
is the vet sanding of surfaces because it is gentle to the
substrate and controls lead dust. The key to reducing lead
hazards while stabilizing flaking paint is to keep the
surfaces slightly damp to avoid ingesting lead dust. Wet
sanding uses special flexible sanding blocks or papers that
can be rinsed in water or used along with a bottle mister.
This method will generally not create enough debris to
constitute hazardous waste (see fig. 15).

Other methods for selectively removing more deteriorated
paint in historic housing include controlled sanding, using
low-temperature heat guns, or chemical strippers. Standard
safety precautions and appropriate worker protection
should be used. Methods to avoid include uncontrolled dry
abrasive methods, high heat removal (lead vaporizes at
1100° F), uncontrolled water blasting, and some chemicals
considered carcinogenic (methylene chloride). When
possible and practicable, painted elements, such as

Figure 15. Wet sanding of interior surfaces will keep dust levels down,
reduce the nerd for ;corkers' protection, and provide a sound surface for
repainting. Priming and repainting with oil/ alkud, latex or latex acrylic
should be wudertaken according to maimfactrtrers' instructions.

radiators, doors, shutters, or other easily removable items,
can be taken to an off site location for paint removal.

In most cases, when interior surfaces are repainted, good
quality interior latex or oil/alkyd paints may be used. The
paint and primer system must be compatible with the
substrate, as well as any remaining, well-bonded, paint.

Encapsulant paints and coatings, developed to contain lead-
based paint, rely on an adhesive bonding of the new paint
through the layers of the existing paint. The advantages of
these special paint coatings is that they allow the historic
substrate to remain in-place; reduce the amount of existing
paint removed; can generally be applied without extensive
worker protection; and are a durable finish. (They cannot,
however, be used on friction surfaces.) The drawbacks
include their ability to obscure carved details, unless thinly
applied in several applications, and difficulty in future
removal. If a specialized paint, such as an elastomeric
encapsulant paint, is considered, the manufacturer should
be contacted for specific instructions.for its application.
Unless these specialized paint systems are warranted for 20
vears, they are considered as less permanent interim
controls.

Leant-dust on interior finishes. Maintaining and washing
painted surfaces is one of the most effective measures to
prevent lead poisoning. Houses kept in a clean condition,
with paint film intact and topcoated with lead-free paint or
varnish, may not even pose a health risk. Dust wipe tests,
which are sent to a laboratory for processing, can identify
the level of lead dust present on floors, window sills, and
window troughs. If lead dust is above acceptable levels,
then specially modified maintenance procedures can be
undertaken to reduce it. All paints deteriorate over time,
so maintenance must be ongoing to control fine lead dust.
The periodic washing of surfaces with a surfactant, such as
tri-sodium phosphate (TSP) or its equivalent, loosens dirt
and removes lead dust prior to a water rinse and touch-up
painting, if necessary. This interim treatment can be
extremely beneficial in controlling lead dust that is posing a
hazard (see fig. 16).

Soil/landscape. Soil around building foundations may
contain a high level of lead from years of chalking and
peeling exterior paint. This dirt can be brought indoors on
shoes or by pets and small children if they play outside a
house. Lead in the soil is generally found in a narrow band

Figure 16. Washing windows and cleaning debris morn window wells oil
a periodic basis can suhstantiallit reduce lead dust. Using seater and tri-
z;odhort phosphate (TSP or equivalent) will remove loose paint, arid, after
rinsing, the surface can be repainted with later, oill alkud, or latex
acrylic paints.



directly adjacent to the foundation. If the bare soil tests
high in lead (see Action Levels Chart, pg. 6), it should be
replaced to a depth of several inches or covered with new
sod or plantings. Care should be taken to protect historic
plantings on the building site and, in particular, historic
landscapes, while mitigation work is underway (see fig. 17),
If an area has become contaminated due to a variety of
environmental conditions (for example, a smelter nearby or
water tanks that have been sandblasted in the past), then an
environmental specialist as well as a landscape
preservation architect should be consulted on appropriate
site protection and remedial treatments. It is inappropriate
to place hard surfaces, such as concrete or macadam, over
historically designed landscaped areas, which is often the
recommendation of typical abatement guidelines.

Fi,%urr 17. WIL'11 historic sitrs are tinurd to cunhtirt high Ici•e'ls of lead in
hire soil — partictdarlrt arolurd finurdationr — it is important to reduce
the hazard without destroying siLszniticarrt landscapcs. In many cases,
contarrtinah'd soil can he remocrd horn the foundation area and
appropriate' ldawbigs orground corers replanted in nL'71' soil. Photo:
Charles .-l. Birrrbatun..-1 1;L-1.

Deteriorating paint on cxteriurs. Deteriorating exterior
paint will settle onto window ledges anti be blown into the
dw•ellin„ and will also contaminate soil at the foundation,
as previously discussed. painted exteriors mac include
wall surfaces, porches, root trim and brackets, cornices,
dormers, and window surrounds. Most exteriors need
repainting every 5-10 years due to the cumulative effect of
sun, wind, and rain or lack of maintenance. Methods of
paint removal that do not abrade or damage the exterior
materials should be evaluated. Because there is often more
than one material (tor example, painted brick and
I'aivanized roof ornaments), the types of paint removal or
paint stabilization systems need to be compatible with each
material (see fig. 16). If paint has failed down to the
substrate, it should be removed using either controlled
sanding /scraping, controlled light abrasives for cast iron
and durable metals, chemicals, or low heat. If chemicals are
used, it may be necessary to have the contractor contain,
filter, or othenvise treat any residue or rinse water.
Environmental regulations must be checked prior to work,
particularly it a large amount of lead waste will be
generated or public water systems affected.

A cost analysis may show that, in the long run, repair and
maintenance of historic materials or in-kind replacement
can be cost etfective. Due to the phY,;ical condition and
location of wood siding, together with the cost of paint
removal, a decision may be made to remove and replace

Figure ld. As part of alt Urban housing grant program, the exterior of
this row house was sncessfully made lead-safe and met the Secretary of
the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation. The exterior was washed,
then repainted with exterior grade alkyd paint. The decorative roof
brackets and cornice were repainted; not removed or covered as is often
recommended in typical abatement guidelines. The previously altered,
deteriorated window sash were replaced with new sash and jamb liners
set within the historic frames. Photos: Deborah Birch.

these materials on some historic frame buildings. If the
repair or replacement of historic cladding on a primary
elevation is being undertaken, such replacement materials
should match the historic cladding in material, size,
configuration, and detail (see fig. 19). The use of an
artificial siding or aluminum coil stock panning systems
over wooden trimwork or sills and lintels (as recommended
in some abatement guidelines) is not appropriate,
particularly on principal facades of historic buildings
because they change the profile appearance of the exterior
trimwork and may damage historic materials and detailing
during installation. Unless the siding is too deteriorated to
warrant repair and the cost is too prohibitive to use
matching replacement materials (i.e., wood for wood),
substitute materials are not recommended.

The use of specialized encapsulant paint coatings on
exteriors—in particular, moist or humid climates, and, to
some extent, cold climates—is discouraged because such
coatings may serve to impede the movement of moisture
that naturally migrates through other paints or mask leaks
that may be causing substrate decay. Thus, a carefully
applied exterior paint system (either oil/alkyd or latex)
with periodic repainting can be very effective.

Friction Surfaces. Interior features with surfaces that—
functionally—rub together such as windows and doors, or
are subject to human wear and tear, such as floor and steps,
are known as friction surfaces. It is unclear how much lead
dust is created when friction surfaces that contain lead-
based paint, but are top-coated with lead-free paint, rub
together because much of the earlier paint may have worn
away. For example, if lead dust levels around windows or
on painted floors are consistently above acceptable levels,
treating nearby friction surfaces should be considered. If
surfaces, such as operable windows, operable doors,
painted porch decks, painted floors and painted steps
appear to be generating lead dust, they should be
controlled through isolating or removing the lead-based
paint. Window and door edges can be stripped or planed,
or the units stripped on or off site to remove paint prior to
repainting. Simple wooden stops and parting beads for
windows, which often split upon removal, can be replaced.



Before After

Figure 10. Operai•h
windows ltae't'
friction surhacc<

between the sa<h an,l
the trances, whin; ,.ru
be a source of title
lead dtist. Ill this
case• the deteriorate:i
sash was replaced.
but the historic trnni
remains in place.
sticesshillit isolatc.i
from the sash with .r
simple t•inul iamb
liner that is par'
the )ttct' <,141
operation.

It tt indo%\ .ash are severely deteriorated, it is possible to
rcplat e them, and vinyl jamb liners can effectively isolate
rrnlaining painted tt indo„ jambs (see fig. 20). When
t, indm\, arc bcin- treated within rehabilitation projects,
their njhair .111,1 u1.111rading arc al,t ays recommended. In
the et cnt th,1t hart or all of a t, indow needs to be replaced.
OIL' 11ctt u,Irk 111011 Id match in size, configuration, detail,
and, tt henet rr hu„ihle. material.

I',rintr,-i tl'n,r~ 01trn present a difficult problem because
alkin~; on them ,ibrades the surface, releasing small

particle, of Ic,1ti-h,r.rd paint. it is difficult to remove lead
Just heht Len Ilic cr,,cks in prc~ iouSly painted strip flooring
L'\ L'11 attrr,,11411n" and ,acuumin" using special High
1:1111icnct 1 ,,rti,ulatc Air (F1E1'A) filters to control the lead
dii~t k i\111,tc•d tloor~ are not hltihly significant in material,
Je~i,11 ,,r, r,ltt,nwnu hip, and they cannot be adequately
cle,,ned , nJ n tini`hcd. thcn replacing or covering them .
tt rth hell Iloorm- neat be considered. Stair treads can be
c•a'ilt tiucti tt tih ruhher or, ink  covers (see fig. 21).

Figure 19. 1n many cases,
exterior wood siding can be
repaired, selectively replaced,
and repainted, as illustrated
in this successhil residential
rehabilitation. Deteriorating
wood siding was removed
from the foundation to the top
of the first floor windows and
replaced with matching wood
siding. The entire building
was repainted. Photos:
Crispus Attucks Community
Development Corporation.

Figure 21. Painted
stairs and floors can
cause a problem
because lead dust
settles between the
wooden boards. In
this case, the steps
were sanded,
repainted, and
covered ;pith rubber
stair treads. The
floors could not be
effecti ely cleaned
and sealed so they
were isolated with a
new subtlaoring, and
a wa4wHe the finish
ntstadc'd.

.1ccr:siIiIc, proircting, it to it thable surfaces. Accessible,
h, tt ahlc urfaie,; that can be mouthed by small children
need n1,1 be rcino% ed entirely, as some health guidelines
rA,nn11r,•nd. 1-11cIc arcr`sible surfaces are listed as
projecting urt,lic t, ithin a child's reach, including
tt inJt,tt 'I! I'. h,,ni ter railings, chair rails, and door edges.
I n mart c,1'c'. the projectinL1 edges can have all paint
ren, ,t eJ u i n, t, rt sanding, a heat gun or chemical
tripper , prior h, repointing the feature (see fig. 22). If the
hlnne ,t nrr tck,k that there is no evidence of unsupervised
n10uthin Ot -ur-tacc,,, a regular paint may be adequate once
painted urta,r,ha\cheenstabilized. Anencapsulant
h,1111t HIM adhe11\ ek hands Misting paint layers onto the
nh tr.,tc, tcn,i ,iurabilit~. While encapsulant paint

ar• Jirticult to remove from a surface in the future,
:hc, pern1it rctentit n of the historic feature itself. If
n,,lh,ul,lnt paint 11 u•e,1 on molded ordecorative

11k, ,t lh,~uld he applied in several thin coats to
,,n'%cnt t!it',r;,1 acktur,il det,iil from being obscured by the



F{ :tr e ". Re-i •n P I, Other surfaces showing age or deterioration) walls and
ha: sln+te,r rh,rl •viii,,,•
.,earl ; irihrr,•,1 :,;ll ceilings. Man: flat «all surfaces and ceilings were not-
Cf,-e 0r1 I+101.0 tire% painted with lead-based paint, so will need to be tested for
a i,l,tore s;ll< whib• its presence prior to any treatment. Flat surfaces that
terthi,{;. ;t•.1r,,,r „f contain deteriorating lead-based paint should be repaired
a Ica", •':aalnl wnr''rt following the responsible approach previously cited (i.e.,

drr sal! Car, l , removing loose paint to a Sound substrate, then repairing

arippt•d h, h,rr,. damaged plaster using a skim coat or wet plaster repair (see
cord ,v ,nr fib. ?~). Drywall is used onll/ when deterioration is too
e,fr,rp>rrblr;,,, p,,;nt -rent to warrant plaster repair. if walls and ceilings have a
ahrrl;e.t. In thc•,nsr• high lead content, and extensive paint removal is notJ? rte., :, irrrinro .;Ill
wa> ;-pilled w, part feasible, there are scstenis available that use elastomeric
ota a•indOW nl,•;rddv paints with special fabric liners to stabilize older, though
that rt'taineJ Ihr intact, wall surfaces.
hNto+-ic tri)rr ,arrl
1ra„n•.

Fib ure 23. titair
bd:r,trr' aml nulr :

ratnrtltdblc <ur'at..
Ira .lug ,'aa , th,
paint was av" -,n:.
tt+.1 sound laut•r.
jl+i.'i,rl t'ntvhsuLt
pall's urn• I[C),
d"'Plied in till-ce
laut r:< 'W"I'l

td•~c 1n;,rt the
w,(0,—nit  < tin,•
Teti;link it ,i:..1,i.
It• +•rtes/ tha:::r.i+:.
~t•r,,:i;•_uldnt pan:: -
arr ~:r:r h•rat,~a .,

;•r: •e" ,;erN :~

,vnrat
Lind mark, hey•;
asst, iatr<.

ImpactSurfacc,; .',lintty , c• ncardoorl,a~,mi4
along corridor- t,•tl,! to "I :1t chipped anti ~cr,lri d
;implt because 01 thou a, ..,+n. TIli' i. partICUlorl'. !r:
baseboards, ~\ hik:h 1%t•ro,. sled to protect wall ,urf.,-,-.,
and also for door:.,tab,. t +..:•or,should a%oid hitting
painted impact,,trta,t,'.. . tacuunls, brooms, bahv
carriages, or It hrt•icd I- ,\ - VILlin' PC%\ ;hor
give greater prote,; ,-n :t h,l.rhrard,. In nu„ t
stabiiiiin" Itlt+,C ['AIPI .I:',: lain, lt;th a Ili"!) !1,.,,.•.
interior paint It Ili 1,'• u11.J lC <urtacc. C IC,Ir ;1:,: ,--.

or shield, can 1'1• :.,—till:, orn ,\\ door.%,a1 ., it . 'n r., :. ,•
1o11tI11UCs, or thk• c .in%i, :'t' ,tl'I r't'~'d Of p11111t .1114

repainted. Fo,lttn,-, :n ; edition nm% treed tt)
replaced with n,•:•, rll.,t. _ ii,itt•rl,il, (,CL-• tip. 24)

Figure 24. Historic
baseboards are often
blonped by brooms
and z acuum cleaners,
caasing lead-based
paint chips to fall on
the floor. Shoe
moldings can be added
or replaced to increase
protection to the
baseboard itself. In
this case, because the
condition of the
interior warranted
sub ta,rtial repair,
~iinple historic board
tram a•as replaced
with uea, matching
trim. Note the HEP.-1
filter acuum in the
forctround. Photo:
NPS tile.

9I

...,.....:... Sias

L...., EX'S r1̀ 1

Ir ,l ne,., do %%all ,urtocc need, to be applied, care should be

t,ike:•.:i1.lt the hi,t, rn rkdotion,hip of wall to trim is not lost.

:lase. there are ,i,niricant teattires, such as crown

mol,ii:,s or ccilin; rllcdal [it +n,, thy': should always be

rata.^t d .md rep, -cd 11CC ti,,. r,l_



Fi itre Vie. Deteriorated ceiling plaster u+ns renwred and a nen, dryu+all
ceiling installed. The historic ecilinS medallion aas preserved, and the
pLtster inrniccs repaired in place. Photo: Landmarks Design Associates.

Maintenance after Hazard Control Treatment

Following treatment, particularly where interim controls
have been used, ongoing maintenance and re-evaluation
become critical. In urban areas, even fully lead-safe houses
can be re-contaminated within a year from lead or dirt
llutSlde the immediate property. Thus, housing interiors
must be kept clean, once lead hazard control measures have
been implemented. Dust levels should be kept down by
wet sweeping porch steps and entrances on a regular basis.
Vacuum cleaning and dusting should be repeated inside on
a ~~ eekly basis or even more often. Vinvl, tile, and wood
floor surfaces should be similarly damp mopped. Damp
washing of window troughs and sills to remove new dust
Should be encouraged several times a year, particularly in
the spring and fall when i,vindowvs will be open. Carpets
and area rugs should be steam cleaned or washed
periodically if they appear to hold outside dirt.

Housing should be inspected frequently for signs of
deterioration by loth o~~ ner and occupant. Tenants need to
be made ai,yare of the location of lead-based paint under
lead-tree top coats and instructed to contact the owners or
property managers when the paint film becomes disturbed
(sec figure ?T). Anv leaks, peeling paint, or evidence of

Figui-C 217. Walllc'aks
can cause historic
aurhaces to deteriorate,
thercbu cxposirt~
underlauers of hud-
hased paint. if painted
surfaces shone si"~rts or
deterioration, thelt
should be repaired as
soon as possible.

conditions that may generate lead-dust should be identified
and corrected immediately. Occupants must be notified
prior to any major dust-producing project. Dry sanding,
burning, compressed air cleaning or blasting should be not
be used. Repairs, repainting, or remodeling activities that
have the potential of raising significant amounts of lead
dust should be undertaken in ways that isolate the area,
reduce lead-laden dust as much as possible, and protect the
occupants.

Yearly dust wipe tests are recommended to ensure that dust
levels remain below actionable levels. Houses or dwelling
units that fail the dust-wipe test should be thoroughly re-
cleaned with TSP, or its equivalent, washed down, wet
vacuumed and followed by HEPA vacuuming, if necessary,
until a clearance dust wipe test shows the area to be under
actionable levels (see Action Levels chart). Spaces that are
thoroughly cleaned and maintained in good condition are
not a health risk (see fig. 28).

F~ure 'ti. This recenfltt completti h nwsin~. rehich is noa' lead-safe.
uhl i,cc,,mc re-cort fit fit it fit ft,I if wn lead if sd<i of?,fit Wit s are riot

u'+irttaiucd. Dontp rnrpping Flo r atrdcr•,an,l ;:,lar.lu>ti iN hr keep
tah' 11011s1' i hint Will e rtrurc it- corttrrrttirr;

Conclusion

The three-step planning process outlined in this Brief
provides owners and managers of historic housing with
responsible methods for protecting historic paint lavers and
architectural elements, such as window,;, trimwork, and
decorative finishes. Exposed decorative' ttalislles, such as
painted murals or grained doors can be stabilized by a
paint conservator without destroving their significance.

Reducing and controlling lead hazards can be successfully
accomplished without destroying the character-defining
features and finishes of historic buildings. Federal and state
laws generally support the reasonable control of lead-based
Paint hazards through a variety of treatments, ranging from
modified maintenance to selective substrate removal. The
key to protecting children, workers, and the environment is to
be intormed about the hazards of lead, to control exposure to
lead dust and lead in soil, and to follow evsh ; regulations.
In Al cases, methods that control lead ha.!ards should be
selected that minimize the impact to historic resources while
ensuring that housing is lead-sate for children.

14



LEAD-BASED PAINT LEGISLATION

The following summarizes several important regulations
that affect lead-hazard reduction projects. Owner's
should be aware that regulations change and they have a
responsiblity to check state and local ordinances as well.

Federal Legislation:

Title X (Ten) Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard
Reduction Act of 1992 is part of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1992 (Public Law 102-
550). It established that HUD issue "The Guidelines for
the Evaluation and Control of Lead-Based Paint Hazards
in Housing" (1995) to outline risk assessments, interim
controls, and abatement of lead-based, paint hazards in
housing. Title X calls for the reduction of lead in housing
that is federally supported and outlines the federal
responsibility towards its own residential units and the
need for disclosure of lead in residences, even private
residences, prior to sale.

Interim Final Regulations of Lead in Construction
Standards (29CFR 1926.62). Issued by the Department of
Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA), these regulations address worker safety,
training, and protective measures. It is based in part on
environmental air sampling to determine the amount of
lead dust generated by various activities.

Toxic Substance Control Act; Title IV. The Environmental
Protective Agency (EPA) has jurisdiction for setting
standards for lead abatement. Also, EPA controls the
handling and disposal of hazardous waste generated
during an abatement project. EPA will develop standards to
establish lead hazards, to certify abatement contractors, and
to establish work practice standards for abatement activity.
EPA Regional Offices can provide guidance on the
appropriate regulatory agency for states within their region.

Statr Lams: States generally have the authority to regulate
the removal and transportation of lead based paint and
the generated waste generally through the appropriate

state environmental and public health agencies. Most
requirements are for mitigation in the case of a lead-
poisoned child, or for protection of children, or for
oversight to ensure the safe handling and disposal of lead
waste. When undertaking a lead-based paint reduction
program, it is important to determine which. laws are in
place that may affect your project. Call the appropriate
officials.

Local Ordinances: Check with local health departments,
Poison Control Centers, and offices of housing and
community development to determine if there are laws
that require compliance by building owners. Rarely are
owners required to remove lead-based paint and most
laws are to ensure safety if a project is undertaken as part
of a larger rehabilitation. Special use permits may be
required when an environmental impact may occur due
to a cleaning treatment that could contaminate water or
affect water treatment. Determine whether projects are
considered abatements and will require special
contractors and permits. - -

Owner's Responsibility: Owners are ultimately responsible
for ensuring that hazardous waste is properly disposed of
when it is generated on their own sites. Owners should
check with their state office to determine if the abatement
project requires a certified contractor. ( National
certification requirements are not yet in place.) Owners
should establish that the contractor is responsible for the
safety of the crew and that all applicable laws are
followed, and that transporters and disposers of
hazardous waste have liability insurance as a protection
for the owner. If an interim treatment is being used to
reduce lead hazards, the owner should notify the
contractor that lead-based paint is present and that it is
the contractors responsibility to follow appropriate work
practices to protect workers and to complete a thorough
clean-up to ensure that lead-laden dust is not present
after the work is completed.

Glossary of Terms

Deteriorated Lead-Based Paint: Paint known to contain
lead that shows signs of peeling, chipping, chalking,
blistering, alligatoring or otherwise separating from its
substrate.

Dust Removal: The process of removing dust to avoid
creating a greater problem of spreading lead particles;
usually through wet or damp collection or through the
use of special HEPA vacuums.

Hazard Abatement: Long-term measures to remove the
hazards of lead-based paint through selective paint
stripping of deteriorated areas; or, in some cases,
replacement of deteriorated features.

Hazard Control: Measures to reduce lead hazards to
make housing safe for young children. Can be
accomplished with interim (short-term) or hazard
abatement (long-term) controls.

Interim Control: Short-term methods to remove lead
dust, stabilize deteriorating surfaces, and repaint surfaces.
Maintenance can ensure that housing remains lead-safe.

Lead-based Paint: Any existing paint, varnish, shellac or
other coating that is in excess of 1.0 mg/cm2 as measured by
an XRF detector or greater than 0.5% by weight from
laboratory analysis ( 5,000 ppm, 5,000 ug/g, or 5,000
mg/kg). For new products, the Consumer Safety Act notes
0.06% as the maximum amount of lead allowed in paint.

Lead-safe: The act of making a property safe from
contamination by lead-based paint, lead-dust, and lead in
soil generally through short and long-term methods to
remove it, or to isolate it from small children.

Risk Assessment: An on-site investigation to determine the
presence and condition of lead-based paint, including
limited test samples, and an evaluation of the age, condition,
housekeeping practices, and uses of a residence.
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ATTACHMENT A: SILBER RESIDENCE HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT APPLICATION

1. WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a. The original residence, built about 1930, sits on the northern border of the historic
district in Chevy Chase Village. Since 1930, two renovations have substantially altered its
exterior appearance. In 1968, a screened porch was enclosed and an addition constructed
to create a suite of rooms on the northeast corner of the first floor. In 1989, the property
underwent another major renovation. The outer bearing wall at the southwest corner was
moved to create additional interior space; a new deck was built across the entire south side
of the house; sliding glass doors replaced enclosed walls along the south wall and the rear
door was moved and redesigned. At the same time, lattice trellises were added to the rear
of the house and to the front entrance and the front roof line was altered with a skylight.
These additions, which are pleasing but do not conform to historic authenticity,
substantially changed the exterior of the house. In 1990, the slate roof was replaced with
synthetic asphalt shingles.

b. The existing siding has been painted many times over the years, initially with lead-based
paint. If it were to be painted again, it would require costly scraping and preparation. The
proposed project would cover the existing siding with a high grade of vinyl siding
manufactured by CertainTeed. The color proposed would be the same as the present color
of the house. It has been brought to our attention that many other houses in the historic
area have already been covered with vinyl siding. It is our opinion that the new siding will
not adversely effect the environment and will improve the exterior appearance of the house
which becomes unsightly periodically because of the frequent need to repaint (as often as
every six years). In future years, the new siding will substantially reduce our maintenance
costs. In addition, the siding will enhance the insulation of the house, making it more
energy efficient during the winter and summer. These anticipated lower maintenance costs
will make it possible for us to continue living in the house, which has been -our residence
since 1958.

4. MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS

Monogram CertainTeed 4" smooth vinyl siding on exterior walls in the color called Natural
Clay; soffits and window frames in Colonial White.

7. ADDRESSES OF ADJACENT AND CONFRONTING PROPERTY OWNERS

Adjoining Property Owners:

Roland Olson (East side)
3718 Bradley Lane
Chevy Chase, MD. 20815

1
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